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Essential reading for marina and waterfront developers, planners and operators

SF Marina has been building and
installing floating breakwaters and pontoons for marinas
worldwide since 1918. We are committed to finding the
best solution for every site.
The Provincetown Marina in Massachussets, USA is
protected by SF Marina sturdy breakwaters of six and
five meter width (around 20 feet and 16 feet wide). The
floating concrete pontoons are anchored on piles.
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Postal address: SF Marina System AB, Propellergangen 4, 417 64 Goteborg, Sweden
Telephone: + 46 31 779 07 65 e-mail: info@sfmarina.com web: www.sfmarina.com
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WE DESIGN AND BUILD
MARINAS THAT MEET UNIQUE
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Green
stewards
Marinas are stewards of the environment. This is a fact that, alas, is not
necessarily a public perception and it remains an ongoing battle for marina
operators to change this mindset. Sometimes our industry seems to be
winning and at others it remains at odds with environmentalists who target
marinas as ‘polluters’, and individuals who see boat ownership as elitist and
marinas as playgrounds for the wealthy. Robert Wilkes examines these harsh
realities in his article on p.21.
As with most things, there is middle ground. There are, of course, a lot of boaters
with boats and associated marina berthing fees that are way beyond the economic
means of the average person. And we’re not talking superyachts. But the backbone
boat owner either runs a ‘modest ship’ or chooses to spend the bulk of his/her
recreational budget on a boat – to the exclusion of many other material goods or
leisure pursuits that are costly but seemingly less contentious.
When it comes to marinas and the environment, however, in past years we’ve
seen the middle ground shifting and marina operators becoming proactive rather
than reactive. There are badly run marinas and badly run boatyards but there are
an increasing number of operators seeking not only to follow sound environmental
practices but educate their customers on how to keep the waters they so enjoy clean
and thriving.
In this issue, you can read about the extensive measures taken at Royal Victoria
Yacht Club in Canada to attain its Clean Marine BC anchor rating; the activities and
environmentally sustainable initiatives taken by TransEurope Marinas’ members and
its support of the Blue Flag scheme; the Stovold family’s commitment to attaining
Level 5 Platinum Anchor rating – also in Canada; and the PIANC Working with
Nature initiative – think before you build.
Within recent weeks, Camper & Nicholson Marinas announced that its Çesme
Marina has won a Green Apple Award for Environmental Best Practice by planting
olive trees and harvesting the fruit for oil, and Marina Port de Mallorca obtained
its Carbon Footprint registration and renewed its EMAS badge with the Spanish
Ministry of Environment, Agriculture and Fisheries to add to its ISO 14001 and Blue
Flag awards. The EMAS stamp gives the marina status as a company focused on
the care of the environment. Not forced – by focused.
And there are extra positives. Like many operators, Marina Port de Mallorca is not
resting on its laurels. Manager Patrick Reynes asserts: “This award shows us that
we are on the right track, and drives us to continue. Caring for the environment is a
priority for us, and we will continue to look for new ways of preserving it.”

Carol Fulford
Editor

Views expressed by individual contributors in this issue
are not necessarily those of Loud & Clear Publishing
Ltd. Equally, the inclusion of advertisements in this
magazine does not constitute endorsement of the
companies, products and services concerned by Loud &
Clear Publishing Ltd. The publisher reserves the right to
refuse advertising.
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Next Generation Marinas

THE WORLD’S MOST
COMPREHENSIVE MARINA BUILDER

bellingham-marine.com

WORLD NEWS

IGY buys Red Frog
Beach Marina
PANAMA: IGY Marinas has taken over ownership and management of Red
Frog Beach Marina. The company previously enjoyed a marketing partnership.
As part of the integration process,
IGY will join forces with the existing
marina team and start implementing
its own-style services and operations.
The company also plans to make a
significant investment in improving the
marina and enhancing the overall guest
experience.
Red Frog Beach Marina currently

offers 12 megayacht berths and can
accommodate vessels in excess
of 300ft (90m) lengths. Guests can
enjoy the amenities of the associated
resort and spa; shuttle bus access
to a beachfront restaurant; and an
impressive line-up of recreational
activities. IGY is exploring plans to add
on-site food and beverage outlets.

Call for Applications:
Jack Nichol Award

EXPERIENCE

PIANC’s Recreational Navigation Commission (RecCom) and the ICOMIA
Marinas Group invite owners, operators and designers to submit marina
projects for the PIANC Marina Excellence Design ‘Jack Nichol’ Award (MEDA).

INTEGRITY

The MEDA is the most prestigious
international award of its kind,
recognising excellence in the design
of marinas and recreational navigation
infrastructure. Projects are assessed
on: functionality; aesthetics; and
environmental sustainability. Eligible
marinas must have been built (or rebuilt)
within the last 15 years and have been

PA S S I O N

operational for at least two years.
The deadline for submissions is 20th
November 2017.
Additional information and forms
can be found on: www.pianc.org/
awardjacknichol.php and enquiries
and forms should be submitted to
RecCom@pianc.org or
PIANC.RecCom@gmail.com

VISION

LEADERSHIP

Nongsa Point wins gold
INDONESIA: Nongsa Point Marina & Resort in Batam has not only become
the first in Indonesia to earn Global Gold Anchor accreditation but has
secured a prestigious 5 Gold Anchor status. The Marina Industries
Association (MIA) administers the scheme in the Asia Pacific region.
described the accreditation as a
An international boating and holiday
“very significant milestone in the
destination on the northeast of Batam
development of the recreational
Island, the beachside resort has a
boating industry in Indonesia.”
mix of hotel, chalet and apartment
“Nongsa Point Marina & Resort
accommodation.
provides the benchmark for marina
The international marina has 65
development in Indonesia and
berths at a floating concrete system,
its considered use of the Gold
including two berths for vessels up to
Anchor criteria as a road map
130ft (40m). Utilities, pump-out and
for improvement has been very
fuel are available.
successful,” he said.
MIA president Andrew Chapman
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The most important marina
construction decision lays
beneath the surface
SEAFLEX CAN HANDLE PRACTICALLY ANY TIDE, ANY WAVE, ANY DEPTH, ANY BOTTOM TYPE & HURRICANE STRENGTH FORCES.

Make a mooring decision worthy of
your entire marina investment
You spend a lot of time researching options for your marina build or upgrade. Since the
anchoring is what is going to hold your marina investment in place it is arguably the
most crucial components you will decide on. Seaflex is an elastic mooring solution that
expands and retracts with each tide and wave, taking on and dampening the forces
year after year. It does this while being invisible from the surface, creating some
of the most modern, sleek, state of the art marinas of the world.
With 45 years of research and development Seaflex is the
most technologically advanced mooring option in the
world, anchoring thousands of marinas, wave
attenuators and buoys worldwide.
Research your options, give
your marina the mooring
solution it deserves!

www.seaflex.net

SINCE 1970

|

INTERNATIONAL +46 90 160650

|

US & CANADA +1 (310) 548 9100

|

MW@SEAFLEX.NET

WORLD NEWS

Inland marina redesigns mixed-use basin
UK: Walcon Marine has replaced all the pontoons and piles in Basin 2 at Tewkesbury Marina on the River Avon in
Gloucestershire, England. The marina was redesigned to better accommodate the narrowboats and wide-beam barges
that are popular on the river.
decking supported on fibre concrete
the new piers and fingers, and fitting
The new marina has retained its
floats, were used throughout.
the services, Walcon was responsible
basic original layout, with four piers
Simon Amos, general manager
for removing the old pontoons and
extending from a walkway running
at Tewkesbury Marina, commented:
piles and installing new piles. The
along one side of the basin. However,
“Over the last ten years,
both sides of one of the
Tewkesbury Marina has
piers and a single side
worked with Walcon
of the adjacent pier have
Marine to replace all of the
been fitted with a total of 17
pontoons in two basins as
extra-long finger pontoons
well as the river moorings
that are mounted at 45°
on both sides of the River
to their piers. These allow
Avon. For Basin 2 we again
up to 36 canal boats and
used Walcon’s System 21
barges up to 18m (60ft) in
pontoons, which we have
length to berth safely and
been very pleased with from
securely, with minimal loss
the installation in Basin 1
of area for other boats.
in 2007. They have also
The arrangement also
supplied an aluminium
simplifies access to berths
bridge, which looks superb.”
by reducing the amount
Tewkesbury Marina is a
of manoeuvring required
privately-owned company.
to come alongside. The
With nearly 400 fully
remaining 78 berths are
serviced berths in three individual
client arranged the required dredging.
designed for motor cruisers and other
basins, it is one of the largest inland
Walcon’s System 21 pontoons, with
craft up to 9m (30ft) in length.
marinas in the UK.
galvanised steel frames and hardwood
As well as building and installing

Giant breakwater
floats at Provincetown
USA: The second phase of redevelopment at Provincetown Marina in
Provincetown, Massachusetts has now been completed with the incorporation
of a massive SF Marina Systems Type 600 floating breakwater.

The 20ft (6m) wide breakwater is over
650ft (198m) long and, at its deepest,
has a 6ft (2m) draft. The system is
moored on 30 and 36in (76 and 91cm)
steel piles and has a freeboard of
25in (63cm). SF Marina delivered over
2,000ft (610m) of 14, 16 and 20ft (4,
5 and 6m) wide docks and floating
breakwaters. Meeco Sullivan installed
ipe timber decked fingers with matching
SS bollards of 40-80ft (12-24m) lengths.
The fingers are attached with an SS
track system.
Provincetown Marina owners Chuck
and Ann Lagasse requested a very
high level of finish throughout, and
amenities have been provided to create
a top standard marina experience.
Special features include grey colour
matched piles from Boston Bridge and
Steel, dockside pedestals from Marina
Electrical Equipment and Keco in-slip
pump-out connections. Custom-built
deck plates with embossed marina logo
ensure the docks have an uncluttered
appearance.
The marina (see Cover Story in
Marina World May/June 2017) provides
berthing and services for permanent and
transient vessels up to superyacht size.
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T h e Future o f M arina Serv i ces

Switch Supply
On/Off

Check my
Account

£

Make a
Payment

!

Tripped Power
Alert

ANOTHER WORLD FIRST FROM ROLEC
• Boat owner can switch on/off their electrical and water services
using their mobile phone

OUR PARTNERS/ASSOCIATES

• Boat owner can pay for their electrical and water services by Visa,
Mastercard, American Express or PayPal using their mobile phone
• Marina operator still has overall control of their entire marina’s
electrical and water services via their office computer

For further details see our videos at:
www.rolecserv.com/marina/product/berthmaster-online

Head office contact:
t: ++44 (0) 1205 724754
f: ++44 (0) 1205 724876
rolec@rolecserv.co.uk

www.rolecserv.com

WORLD NEWS

Did you miss?
Inside Track (Issue 2) –
August/September
•
•
•

Ambitious revamp at
Buffalo marina
USA: One of the first major inter-coastal waterfront revitalisation projects for
the city of Buffalo, New York, was completed in just over a year with the help of
marina systems supplier Meeco Sullivan. Lake Erie Marina is now the largest
full-service marina in the New York State Parks system, with 1,063 slips.
The marina operator, Safe Harbor
Development, replaced all of the
existing floating docks and walkways
with Meeco Sullivan’s galvanised steel
frame box truss system with composite
decking and encapsulated flotation. The
marina includes slip sizes of 11ft x 24ft
(3 x 7m) to 20ft x 50ft (6 x 15m) along
with 30, 34 and 40ft (9, 10 and 12m)
slips to accommodate the most popular
boat sizes in the area.

Meeco Sullivan handled all aspects of
the design, engineering and production
of the floating structures and delivered
over 148 trailer loads of docks from
its Oklahoma facility for installation by
local contractors. A chain and cable
anchoring system with piles driven
beneath the water was an integral
part of the marina design to withstand
extreme temperature changes and
water flow conditions while maintaining

•
•
•

Highlights:
Inside Story: Oscar Siches
discusses the Marasi Bay project in
Dubai
Who won the MIA Club Marine
Marina Awards for 2017/18?
Porto Montenegro scoops the
world’s first ‘Platinum’ Anchor
award
Realising superyacht mooring
potential in Greece and on the
Great Barrier Reef, Australia
Shasta Marina in California –
upgraded and expanded
PIANC World Congress: Call for
Papers – hurry…

Inside Track, our digital-only
news stream, can be viewed on
marinaworld.com. Take a look and
sign up to ensure you receive every
issue – free of charge.
a clean and attractive look.
The refurbished Lake Erie Marina
also features: a new fuel pier and
courtesy docks with ADA access;
modern fuelling stations and a new ship
store; a new PWC dock; a renovated
full-service restaurant; renovated
on-site operations, management and
boater services office; and a 400ft
(122m) long attenuator at the mouth of
the harbour.

Operator selected for
first Al Zorah marina
UAE: ART Marine has been appointed marina operator of the first of
four new marinas in the Al Zorah development in Ajman. The company
will manage berthing facilities for vessels of 8-40m (26 -131ft) and offer
sea rescue services on a 24-hour basis.
Al Zorah is a 540ha (1,334 acre)
premium mixed-use development
surrounded by exotic natural mangroves
and a vast seafront. It offers luxurious
residential opportunities, a boardwalk,
beach club, 5-star hotels and resorts,
shops, a championship golf course and
four marinas, which will soon be lined
with food and beverage outlets.
Imad Dana, CEO of Al Zorah

Development Company,
commented: “By appointing
a fully dedicated marina
operator, we have ensured
that our guests will receive the highest
quality of service that one expects
in an internationally reputed, luxury
destination. Al Zorah is coming alive
with several lifestyle and leisure
components and this is yet another

www.marinaworld.com - September/October 2017

milestone in the development of Al
Zorah as a premium, international
destination. With the opening of
Marina 1 to water sports enthusiasts,
we are reinforcing the development’s
‘conscious living’ concept.”
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EXHIBITION UPDATE
Exhibitors MYP 2017
Alto Service Italia
Arabel NV
Ascom Lifting Equipment
Blue Water App
Boat Lift Srl
CarenEcolo
Cimolai Technology
Clement Germany
Coltech
CTEK Sweden
Den Hartog Industries
Dim-Ka Rope
Diodor-LED
Dock Marine
Drysta
Dura Composites
Dutch Blue Marine
Eurodesign Group
GH Cranes & Components
GSERTEL
Guangzhuo Stark Yacht Marina
Engineering
Hazelett Marine
Ingemar
Inland & Coastal Marina Systems
INMARE
Inter Boat Marinas
Intermarine
IRM/Marina Master
JLD International
The Lava Group
LeeStrom
Lite-House
Marex elektrostroj
Maricer
Marina World
Marinacloud
Marine Travelift
Marinetek
Martini Alfredo
Mecanorem Hydraulic Trailers
Nautipark
Naval Tecnosud
Osta Marina Systems Nederland
The Pontoon & Dock Company
Poralu Marine
RMCS
Rolec Services
Roodberg/Frisian Industries BV
Rototec
Seaflex
Seijsener Marina Services
SF Marina System
Soprefa
STM-Shandong Santong Rope
Titan Deck
Vileo Marinas
Vis Srl
Walcon Marine
Wave Armor
We Trade International
Wow Joint Holdings Ltd
Zhejiang Jiachen Technology

MYP enjoys further
boost at 30th
METSTRADE event

In 1988, METS opened its doors for the first time; with 100 exhibitors in one hall.
Year on year, numbers grew, and last year’s event – now known as METSTRADE
– attracted 1,471 exhibiting companies and spanned eleven halls. In 2017,
METSTRADE celebrates 30 years and, as Marina World closed for press, very
limited space was available for what looks set to be another growth spurt.
Marina equipment manufacturers,
drawn to METS in the early years,
found a stronger foothold in 2000 with
the Marina World Marina Showcase
and in 2002 started to group together in
a small pavilion. In 2012, the expanded
Marina & Yard Pavilion moved to a more
central location in the Europe Foyer
and in 2016 – in order to be adjacent to
the lecture theatre required for hosting
the concurrent ICOMIA World Marinas
Conference – it moved to its existing
home in Hall 5 (above).
Like METSTRADE, year on year
MYP numbers have grown, and 62
exhibitors representing 19 countries
have committed to date for this year’s
event (14th-16th November).
For 2017, METSTRADE is
introducing a business matchmaking
event in the MYP and all marina
professionals – visitors and exhibitors –
are invited to take part by pre-arranging
30-minute face-to-face meetings.
The aim of the initiative is to boost
networking and help people meet
potential new business partners.
Dutch visitors will also take part in the
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HISWA Jachthaven Symposium, timed
again to run along with the MYP, and
early birds with an interest in financials
can attend a Marina Valuation and
Investment Seminar prior to the show
opening on Monday 13th November.
Organised by the Global Marina
Institute (GMI), the Investment Seminar
is the first to be held in Europe and
follows two successful events run in
Australia.
The seminar is designed to provide
delegates with an update and overview
of key developments in the marina
sector and significant issues which will
influence the marketability and value
of marina assets. The seminar will be
presented by experts from the marina
sector from around the world and
feature valuable input from financial and
valuation experts.
For further information on the Marina
Valuation and Investment Seminar
email Sarah Dhanda sdhanda@britishmarine.co.uk
Marina World is the media partner for
the MYP at METSTRADE and media
partner for the Global Marina Institute.
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POWER

to Protect
Lighthouse Power Pedestal

One of our most popular units, the allpurpose Lighthouse pedestal has a wide
range of features.

The Complete Solution
All Eaton Marina Power & Lighting power pedestals
and distribution equipment is UL listed. The UL
certiﬁcation provides industry leading level of
product safety your customers demand and the
peace of mind you expect from Eaton. In business
for over 100 years, Eaton provides everything your
marina needs for a safe, reliable and efﬁcient
electrical power system. Eaton offers a complete
electrical solution including:
•

Full electrical design services

•

Single source for electrical equipment

•

Eaton branded and trusted components

•

Installation through Eaton’s Certiﬁed
Contractor Network

Lighthouse-SS Power Pedestal
The Lighthouse-SS offers the same features
and options as the standard Lighthouse, but
is made with high quality stainless steel for
superior durability and performance.

•

Local supply through our distributor network

•

Superior customer service before, during, and
after purchase

Eaton Marina Power & Lighting
1-800-723-8009
www.marinapower.com

Admiral-SS Power Pedestal
Truly the flagship of our unitized pedestal line, the Admiral-SS
possesses amperage capabilities and receptacles to serve
nearly any size Mega Yacht.

Mega Yacht Powerpoint
From the company that is known for its high quality
innovations, Eaton is the only company to offer a selfcontained dual-phase megayacht unit.

Ground Fault Pedestal
SMART Notification
•

Smartest, safest, and most cost effective
ground fault solution in the market

•

Helps prevent electric shock drownings

•

Easy to read display indicates current breaker
status and detailed ground fault information

•

Utilizes Eaton brand UL receptacles,
breakers, relays, switches, and lighting
components

•

Exceeds NEC code requirements and
complies with:
The Michael Cunningham Act (WV)
Samantha Chipley Act (KY)
Noah Dean & Nate Act (TN)

•

Differentiation via color selectable LED

Ground Fault Notification
A single red light immediately lets you
know that your equipment is protecting
your customers.

TALKING SHOP

Simon Gatrell
CMM

Major renovation
helps RVYC win
Club of the Year
Recently recognised as the 2017 Club of the Year (medium club category) by
the Canadian Society of Club Managers, Royal Victoria Yacht Club (RVYC) –
which is celebrating its 125th anniversary this year – is fresh from extensive
refurbishment of its two club marinas. Carol Fulford invited general manager,
Simon Gatrell CMM, to talk shop.
It all started with a birthday.
In 1888, eleven yachtsmen in and
around the Canadian city of Victoria
decided that a sailing race should
be part of the festivities that marked
Queen Victoria’s 24th May birthday – the
national Victoria Day holiday. The result
was the first organised yacht race in
British Columbia and it was a highlight
of the celebration. People were keen to
continue the racing season and on 8th
June 1892, 46 yachtsmen founded the
Victoria Yacht Club.

The clubhouse designed by William
d’Oyly Rochfort is still in use; much
renovated but retaining its historic
charm. In 1962, the need for additional
berths prompted the Club to secure
Tsehum Haven.
Over the years, RVYC acted
as a regular host for regattas and

world championship races and has
continuously evolved an enviable
racing calendar. It also offers two
of the only marinas in the area with
new docks, has recently invested in
pump-out services, and enjoys full
occupancy. “All berths are for Club
members only but we have a visitor
dock for reciprocal clubs, which is
heavily used over the summer months,”
Gatrell explains. “Currently, we have
reciprocal arrangements with 160 clubs
worldwide.”
“Both of our marinas are full with
a large waitlist. For the larger boats,
members can expect to wait five years
plus before they receive a slip,” he
confirms. Slips are assigned based on
length and date of application.

Refurbishing Cadboro Bay
Heavy-duty pressure treated lumber
and glass fibre mini mesh decking were
selected to replace the old docks and
create a 256-slip system at Cadboro
Bay. The old docks here and at Tsehum
Haven were mostly given away for
private individuals to save on disposal
costs. “Being on the west coast it was
important to have docks that stand up
well to rain and the cold winters,” Gatrell
says. “The mesh decking proved to be
non-slip in icy and wet conditions and

By 1912, after sharing
accommodation on Victoria’s Inner
Harbour and basing themselves in a
floating clubhouse that didn’t always
float, the Club had received its ‘Royal’
prefix from King George V and owned
property on the shore of Cadboro Bay.
Above: Cadboro Bay now has a new
256-slip marina system. Right: The Royal
Victoria Yacht Club celebrates its 125th
anniversary.
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Tsehum Haven (above & left) has 63 slips,
20 privately owned boathouses and makes
excellent use of space.

let light through to the seabed for fish
habitat.”
Salish Sea Marine, contracted for
the rebuild, installed the epoxy coated
steel pilings and docks, which were
manufactured by Jornic Marine. The
marina was designed by Victoriabased Read James Christoffersen
(RJC). Canem Systems upgraded
the electrical system using AC Dandy
pedestals and Triacta meters.
Cadboro Bay is the first marina
in the area to install a complete fire
suppression system for the docks, and
installation became a major issue. “The
main water line/pipe to feed this has
to run across the entire property to the
head of the docks. During the permit
application it was discovered that the
whole property is on a First Nations
midden and possible burial ground. The
trench was only 18in [46cm] wide and
3ft [1m] deep but took three months

to dig as they could only dig at 2in
(51mm) per scoop, then sift through the
dirt for any artefacts that were present.
The cost rose from $12,000 to well over
$100,000 for that component.”
However, despite this financial
setback, the $5.5 million total cost
for the three-month project came in
approximately $50,000 under budget.

Refurbishing Tsehum Haven
As for Cadboro Bay, Tsehum has had
a completely new dock system for 63
slips. Designed by RJC and built by
Heavy Metal Marine, the marina has a
pressure treated timber system, mini
mesh decking and steel piles. Canem
Systems installed a similar electrical
system.
Tsehum Haven also has 20 privately
owned boathouses, which pay a
monthly mooring fee based on total
area rather than length. The logistics
of moving the boathouses around

during the renovation was the major
hurdle. “We are a full capacity marina
so the construction needed to be
in phases so that boats could be
moved and boathouses placed in the
docks temporarily.” Construction was
completed in eight weeks at a cost of
$1.3 million.

Care for the environment
Replacing dock systems to strict
environmental standards and installing
a water treatment plant has enabled
RVYC to attain a Clean Marine BC 4
Anchor rating but a recently purchased
portable pump-out system will enable
the Club to reach 5 Anchor status when
its certification is up for renewal. Gatrell
also reveals many other initiatives
aimed at preserving the longevity of
the Club’s picturesque tranquillity and
its teeming marine life. “Creating an
environmentally stable ecosystem
starts with educating the users of
the ecosystem,” he asserts. RVYC
provides many seminars on matters
such as proper and environmentally
friendly engine maintenance and glass
fibre boat repair; collision prevention
and clean-up procedures; the coastal
marine life; and storing boats for winter
and preparing them in spring. It also
screens marine conservation films.
The Club has also made
improvements to its facilities and
two-acre grounds. “In our foreshore
department, we installed an oil trap
electrocoagulation water filtration
system. This system takes the boat
wash water from the ‘ways’ and hoist
Smiling faces on Canada Day! The RVYC
hosts many events and functions.
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TALKING SHOP
Left: Proudly holding their 4 Anchor Clean
Marine BC association banner, l to r:
Michael Kory, environmental consultant;
Dunnery Best, immediate past commodore;
Simon Gatrell, general manager; and
Natasha Olekshy, environmental co-op
student. Below: Pouring the essential
champagne for the 125th party.

areas and pumps it through our
filtration system which cleans the
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, chemicals
and sediment from it.” Paint chips,
barnacles and glass fibre are collected
in catchment areas and properly
disposed of by a waste management
company. (The ‘ways’ refers to a
marine railway utilised in the on-site full
working boatyard for handling larger
vessels (40,000lbs/18,144kg). This is
complemented by two cranes - at 5
tons and 2 tons).
The clubhouse, with its beautiful
views of the bay and the distant
mountains in Washington State, offers
meeting space, bar (chartroom), dining
room, banquet area and a large 300seat terrace. It boasts one of few local
waterfront venues with a large lawn for
outdoor weddings and, along with the
landscaped grounds, also comes under
the Club’s environmental protection
umbrella. All organics are composted
and all cardboard, paper, plastic and
glass is recycled. Paper products are
made from recycled materials, all
toilets are ultra-low flush and waterless
urinals have been installed. All lighting
has been upgraded to energy efficient
models through BC hydro grants, and
cups, paper napkins, cutlery, straws
and plates used for outdoor events are
all biodegradable. Native plants have
been planted around the grounds as
these require less watering, and natural
cleaning products and biodegradable
rubbish bags are used throughout
the facility. All CFL lighting is being
replaced with LEDs.
As well as being clean and green,
RVYC has to be safe and secure and
Gatrell admits this requires ongoing
effort. “The security of the marina is
a constant problem. We have video
surveillance on all of the docks,

entrances, workshops and grounds.
RFID controlled gates on the docks
and washrooms. We also have nightly
patrols by a local security company.”
“Most of the theft is from the water,
generally small outboards, fuel tanks
and the odd small Zodiac; things
they can grab quickly. The problem
has lessened significantly since we
introduced the above measures.”

Planning for the future
Having invested over $6.5 million in the
recent refurbishment, is all at RVYC
now complete? “No,” Gatrell admits.
“We are currently looking to expand
our dry sailing area and add another
launching ramp for dinghies. Subject
to receiving the appropriate permits,
we hope to start work in early 2018.
Dry sail (keel boats, retractable keels)
is one of the fastest growing areas of
the Club for the younger members and
we hope to accommodate another 20
vessels.”
Catering for younger members is
also one of the main challenges – now
and for the future. “One of the driving
factors for redoing the marinas was
the move away from small vessels
under 30ft [9m] to the beamier vessels
of today, generally between 32 and
42ft [10 and 13m]. Now we are
seeing a significant move from
sail to power especially for the
ageing membership, which is
a challenge for a yacht club.”
(Cadboro has a 70:30 sail to
power ratio and Tsehum, which
has shallower depths, is 60%
dominated by power boats).

paddleboards and kayaks is strong,
something we did not think about in the
rebuild of the marina. Any vacant space
on the land or docks is being developed
into storage rack space. Dinghies,
paddleboards and kayaks are also
available for members to use free of
charge. The ageing demographic of the
membership was noticed in our long
range plan so we made a significant
effort to attract younger members,
which is working.”
Born and raised near Salcombe on
the English south west coast, Gatrell
grew up with watersports and amassed
instructor qualifications in windsurfing,
diving, powerboat racing and kayaking.
He worked throughout the UK, France
and the Caribbean mostly in the hotel
and recreation industries and has
long been actively involved in saving
lives at sea – with the Royal National
Lifeboat Institution in the UK and Royal
Canadian Marine Search and Rescue.
He has been general manager at RVYC
since 2005 and is deeply proud of the
Club’s involvement in hosting many
world class sailing events.
“Next year, the RVYC is hosting the
2018 Melges 24 World Championships.
RVYC is home to the largest Melges 24
fleet in Canada, and in 2014 hosted the
highly successful Melges 24 Canadian
Championships that attracted 36
boats and featured epic racing off the
waterfront of Victoria,” he says. “Melges
24 fleets have developed globally and,
in the past, the World Championships
have been held in Europe, the USA and
Australia. This is the first time they will
be held in Canada,” he adds.

“Many younger members do
not have boats so we are getting
creative and purchasing club
owned keel boats for members
to charter. Demand for racks for
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Stewards of the
environment
by Robert Wilkes
Here is one view of marinas as stewards of the environment:

‘Marinas are businesses and are all about making money like other
businesses. They will cut corners and look the other way where the
environment is concerned rather than spend the energy, time and
money to proactively protect it. Marina operators don’t have the training
or just don’t care enough to put in the hard work of environmental
stewardship. Marinas and the boats in them are loaded with noxious
chemicals that leach into the water, pollute the environment and kill
marine life. Boat owners are ‘one-percenters’ with big gas tanks and
large carbon footprints who chuck garbage over the side and are a
threat to clean water and sensitive marine life.’
Now that I’ve got your attention
and the hair standing up on the back
of your neck, we can at least agree
these attitudes and beliefs exist. But
this dismal picture is not true, not even
close. When it comes to sustainability,
clean water, habitat development and
every other aspect of marine ecology,
marinas and boat owners are doing
a great job. They are enthusiastic,
knowledgeable and competent
stewards of the environment.
We have a deep and persistent
perception problem. These false
impressions can and do influence
decisions by coastal planning boards
and regulatory and permitting
authorities, especially when they
are under pressure from watchdog
environmental groups.
Heather Page, principal
environmental planner for Anchor
QEA, said environmental activists

in Washington State
travel about looking for
violations of the State’s
Shoreline Code. Among
other things, they look
for proper setbacks,
view obstruction, public
access or development
that shouldn’t be where
it is. As a result, marinas
are difficult to develop
in Washington State. If
we could convince the
public that marinas are
a net positive for the
environment, more marina
developments could be
built and the ones that are
built could be permitted
much faster.

How are we doing?

Concrete docks at Marina at Keppel Bay in Singapore
are habitats for various forms of marine life.

Mark Sanders is president of the
Marina Recreation Association (MRA),
a marina industry association for the
Western US and Alaska. He is also
the owner of Westpoint Harbor Marina
in Redwood City, CA. “Most marinas
when we test the water are cleaner
than the bay itself,” said Sanders.
Westpoint Harbor Marina has a pumpout available to every slip. “Our marina
is so clean Stanford University swims
its triathlon in our basin. Marinas
create marine ecosystems. Studies of
concrete docks and concrete or steel
pilings show an abundance of sea life
similar to when they sink a ship to make
a marine sanctuary.”
One such study in Naples, FL, by
Sacramento Marina in California proudly
displays its Clean Marina flag.
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Turrell, Hall & Associates quantified
over 50 different species of marine life
as it followed the life of a new marina
for three years. “Marinas made of
carbonates are artificial reefs,” said
Todd Turrell. “Concrete docks, piles,
bulkheads and riprap are habitat.
They’re colonised by bivalves, tunicates
and other filter feeders that remove
particulates and pollutants from the
water. That allows sunlight to penetrate
so photosynthesis can take place, add
oxygen to the water and promote plant
growth. If your marina has adequate
flushing there is a good chance that the
water is as clean as before the marina
was built.”
The ‘reef effect’, i.e. marinas
as marine habitats, is happening
everywhere, not just in Florida. Elliott
Bay Marina in Seattle, WA, recently
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Tunicate worms colonised on concrete
docks in Florida.
environment is better cared for when
protected by people who are fully
engaged.”

Clean Marina programmes

If boaters aren’t the problem, how about
marinas? Operators with marketing
savvy understand they are not selling
400ft² (37m²) of water space; they’re
selling a great boating experience. As
the Baby Boomers retire, Millennials
will own the boats, and they are a
generation acutely sensitive to the
environment. Soy-milk macchiatosipping Millennials will not put up with
an unclean marina. Operators know
that.
completed a ten-year, US$125,000
study to compare the before and after
effects of installing a marina. The study
showed that the basin had 100 times
more biological diversity than before the
marina went in. Dwight Jones, general
manager for Elliott Bay Marina said,
“It’s discouraging to realise that we get
no credit for that. The focus is all on
mitigating negative effects of building a
marina - when in fact a marina greatly
enhances biological diversity. Also, if
our marina is in the vicinity of storm
water run-off we get unfairly blamed for
pollution that is carried from the streets
into the bay.”
The fact is it’s almost always better
for the environment to build a marina
than to leave the bay, river or inlet
in its natural state. At one site in the
Bahamas, an estuary was anaerobic
from lack of circulation and the
mangroves were retreating. Once a
marina and its infrastructure were
installed, circulation was created and
the mangroves thrived. Even the highly
industrialised Port of Los Angeles is
experiencing clean water, grasses and
fish again after the efforts of a number
of environmental agencies and its 15
marinas.

taken into account. The US is half the
world market in boats, accounting for
$121 billion in economic benefit and
650,000 jobs. Boating is great for the
economy and helps everyone.

Boaters’ commitment

Boater sensitivity to environmental
issues is high and getting sharper all
the time. Sanders related a simple
analogy. “When smoking was banned
in public buildings some office workers
resisted and people looked the other
way. Today there is zero tolerance for
smoking in buildings. The same thing
happened in boating. If someone
pollutes the water, ten people will report
it.”
Phil Purcell, CEO/president of the
Marine Industries Association of South
Florida, said, “Boaters are the best
stewards of the environment. The
fees they pay for boat registration and
fishing licences support environmental
programmes on the water. The

Incubated by marina operators in
industry associations, clean marina
programmes have been developed
around the world. One of the earliest
began as part of the Marina Recreation
Association (MRA) in California but
is now independent and non-profit.
Kathy O’Brien, marina manager at
Sun Harbor Marina in San Diego, is
one of the leaders of the California
programme.
“We have 25% to 30% of the marinas
in California in the programme,” said
O’Brien, “which is a lot of marinas. But
we have more work to do. While the
percentage of the total is not as high
In May this year, Jumeirah Beach Hotel
Resort Marina became the first marina in
the UAE to earn a Fish Friendly Marina
accreditation from the Marina Industries
Association (MIA). The marina is actively
involved with the Dubai Ministry for
Climate Change and Environment to
establish opportunities to support healthy
fish habitats. Port Denarau Marina in Fiji
also earned an accreditation – a first for
the South Pacific.

Is boating for the rich?

“Another myth about the industry,” said
Sanders of the MRA, “is that marinas
and boating are for the rich, the onepercenters. The fact is that the average
boater in San Francisco Bay has the
same level of income as the average
person in the bay.”
The “boating is for the rich” meme
can be turned on its head when the
economic impact of the industry is
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2 are introductory and self-assessed.
Level three requires an independent
assessment every three years. Most
marinas in the programme are at Level
3. Level 4 awards an internationally
recognised accreditation through
ISO 14001. Currently, only a handful
of marinas are at Level 4. There are
also ‘Fish-Friendly’ designations for
marinas that meet additional special
requirements.

Long-term
environmental issues

Marina at Keppel Bay has installed sleek,
unobtrusive pump-out hydrants.
as we would like it, it is amazing to me
how marinas new to the programme
are virtually qualified when they walk
in the door. That’s because they are
already following good practices. That’s
heartening, because it’s just a matter
of documenting their work. Operators
are realising the need to document
their performance to change public
perceptions. It doesn’t count if you don’t
document it.”
O’Brien, as part of the Clean Marina
Program, works with state and local
government agencies to educate them
on the industry’s accomplishments.
“The Interagency Coordinating
Committee (IACC) meets quarterly
to mesh together their programmes
and work out overlaps and conflicts
between agencies,” said O’Brien. “We
attend and make presentations to
show them our programme and answer
their questions. We also think it’s
important that our programme is from
industry and not from government.
Most government bodies are not close
enough to our day to day activities
to fully understand the issues and to
know the most viable ways to address
them.”
Australia has a similar clean
marina programme with interesting
adaptations. Michelle Macready is
new in her position at the Marine
Industries Association (MIA) based
in Sydney. She is taking over the
management of their robust Clean
Marina Program. Their programme has
four levels of certification. Levels 1 and

Environmental concerns encompass
long-range issues such as
sustainability, climate change and
global warming. The least controversial
part of that discussion is sea level rise.
There is no doubt sea levels are rising,
the only real question is how much
and how fast. Balboa Island in Newport
Beach, CA, has had inundations during
‘king’ tides and is already dealing with
the problem.
Adam Gale, a managing planner
also with Anchor QEA, said, “Our
planning for the sea wall is based on
the California Coastal Commission
Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance. We
look at potential effects now and in the
future. We can modify the height of the
sea wall either in phases or as part
of the original design.” Balboa Island
is currently constructing a 9in (23cm)
coping on top of the existing walls to
provide flood protection during high tide
events.
Sustainability is less controversial
than global warming and generally
applauded. One of the leaders in
sustainability is Sun Harbor Marina in
San Diego, the first marina to receive a
LEED certification recognising highperformance environmentally-conscious
design. Sustainable materials and
technologies are used throughout the
property from the
upland buildings to
the concrete floating
docks.

that they have the tools to communicate
the positive story about the job
we’re doing. Equipped with the facts,
developers, operators, vendors and
others can begin to educate the public
and have an influence on decision
makers in regulatory agencies.
Environmental activists driven by
near-religious fervour are difficult to
convince. They will continue to stand
in the way of shoreline development of
any kind. But a knowledgeable industry
with documented programmes and
scientific data in hand will make us
more effective and persuasive.
Among the public, positive attitudes
toward our industry can be advanced
by clean marina boater education
programmes, by seeing proudly
displayed clean marina flags and
certifications, and by the very fact that
the marina’s operating practices are
indeed environmentally sound. Our
marine industry associations such as
MRA in California and MIA in Sydney,
and others, are hard at work presenting
our case to regulators and permitting
authorities.
These organisations should be
supported. As small businesses, we
don’t normally have the time to fight for
our industry. Our industry associations
stay on top of regulatory issues and
are there when we most need them.
If you’re a marina operator, become
a member of your regional marina
industry association and get accredited
by the clean marina programme near
you. Take a class and volunteer for a
board or committee. The membership
fees you pay to support these
organisations are well worth it. The
more we speak as one, the stronger
our voice.
Recycling and rubbish bins, such as these
at Stockton Marina in California, can be
designed to look attractive.

Strengthening
our voice
Are marinas good
stewards of the
environment? Yes,
clearly. Are we getting
the word out to the
public? Yes and no. A
good place to start is
to educate people in
our own industry so
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Young people on a mission to clean up
the water at Jachthaven Wetterville in the
Netherlands (left) land their catch (below).
and information; environmental
management; safety and service
facilities; and water quality.
It is significant that education and
information tops the list. Across the
board, members have sought out ways
to both inform themselves and then
communicate this knowledge in order to
teach and inspire.

TransEurope and
the Blue Flag
In a year that marks the International Year of Sustainable Tourism for
Development and the adoption of the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals, TransEurope Marinas joined with the Blue Flag in celebrating
a 30th anniversary and the importance of collaborative, far-sighted
environmental management.
seabed littered with discarded rubbish
TransEurope Marinas is an
and devoid of life?
association of over 70 marinas across
Europe, with a number of members
Education and information
who have been dedicated followers
Blue Flag criteria identify the following
of the Blue Flag programme for
four priorities: environmental education
many years. An established culture
of environmental management and
education has led many marinas to
start thinking beyond their boundaries;
taking proactive steps to enlighten
themselves and others about sensitive
nearby areas or about the best way to
reduce impact on the local environment.
Members regularly share ideas and
import successful solutions to their own
marinas.

Engaging with local conservationists
or wildlife enthusiasts can open up
an immense vista of fascinating
insights revealing the extraordinary
sophistication and complexity of local
marine habitats and, if endangered
species or marine protected areas are
clearly identified as such, visitors are
more likely to be able to make informed
decisions.
Puerto Deportivo Gijón in Asturas,
has joined forces with biologists to
help identify the local sealife and
gone on to study the existence of
exotic and invasive species in the
local waters. The marina has even
prepared publications documenting
its results and also handed out advice
on good environmental practice. Like
other marinas, it has also organised
open days for various sectors of the
local community to help promote more
informed interaction with the marina
sphere.
In Belgian marina VVW Nieuwpoort,
where a significant increase in water
quality over the last few years has

There is no doubt that our seas and
coastlines comprise a stimulating and
challenging environment. A beautiful
local sailing arena is a dramatically
valuable asset for yacht harbours, but
it is clear that local ecosystems require
vigilance, protection and maintenance
to remain healthy. In simple terms, how
much nicer to sail out in clean seas,
uncluttered by flotsam and jetsam
and enjoy the pleasures of observing
marine and birdlife than drifting over a
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meant that wildlife has started to return
to the marina, six seals are now in
residence. Communication with visitors
and berth holders provides further
beneficial results.
“At several places in the marina
we’ve put up information boards
informing everybody about the bird
and wildlife in the marina, which is
then mentioned regularly on Facebook.
We see our members and guests
checking the board to identify their
sightings, making them more aware of
their presence. We hope this increased
awareness will eventually lead our
members to take more care of their
habitat,” says Yannick Lafère.
Lanzarote in the Canaries enjoys
the status of a Biosphere Reserve;
a designation that celebrates man’s
respectful interaction with his
landscape, wildlife and cultural heritage.
Along the lee coasts of Lanzarote and
the neighbouring isle, up to a third of
the world’s cetacean species have
been identified, with many observations
reported by visiting and local sailors.
When sailors staying in Puerto Calero
requested more information, the marina
team sought the advice of local and
national conservation groups and
produced a panel that locates and
Fun for the family at Puerto Calero?
Make it ‘eco-fun’!

An ‘upcycled’ boat makes for an
environmentally friendly and eyecatching marina office
desk at Wetterville.
describes the nearby sensitive
areas; detailing species of
interest, their characteristics
and the most common threats to
their survival.
Quinta do Lorde Marina in
a Green Key resort is another
member based in Macaronesia;
one of the world’s biodiversity
hotspots. The team there follows
similar strategies of cooperation
between marina, social and
conservation stakeholders.
“We encourage the promotion
of scientific studies on the marine
biodiversity of the area and the use
of renewable energy sources in the
operation of the marina. For this, we
are associated with the Department
of Biology of the University of Madeira
(UMa) and we have a protocol
established with MARE [scientific
research to seek excellence in the
study of aquatic ecosystems and
disseminate knowledge to support
policies for sustainable development],”
explains Joana Aguiar.
Educational activities this year
at Quinta do Lorde have included
raising awareness about the negative
impact of rubbish in protected wildlife
areas, composting and
tree planting. The team
has also studied the
biodiversity within its
own marina and the
threat of micro organisms
arriving on overseas
sailing yachts, and has
housed exhibitions that
juxtapose the beauty and
magnificence of local
cetaceans with maritime
pollution.
Despite steps taken to
reduce a carbon footprint,
addressing contamination
concerns and switching to
less harmful products and
behaviour, many problems
still remain for the industry.
Tackling existing problems
means finding resourceful
answers. In Saint-ValerySur-Somme in the
beautiful Somme estuary
in northern France, where
sports fishing is a popular
leisure pursuit, the marina
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manager has sought to mitigate some
of the harmful effects of the sport by
organising trips where fishermen are
encouraged to change their habits and
fish for more sustainable species. He
also takes the time to carefully explain
how to make use of the currents for the
purpose of reducing fuel consumption.
Over in the Netherlands, familyowned Jachthaven Wetterwille, under
the helm of managing director Mieke
Vleugels CMM, was one of the first
national sites to be awarded the Green
Pennant for excellence in sustainability
and corporate social responsibility.
Over the last three years Vleugels
and her team have planted a green
roof on top of an existing showroom
as a camping ground for visitors and
equipped a studio with 80% vintage
and salvaged goods. This summer,
the marina introduced an educational
programme against plastic in the water,
starting with a big clean-up event timed
to take place on World Water Day
(22nd March). “Staff raised awareness
about plastic debris in the water and its
devastating effect on local fauna and
flora. Recycling bags and fishnets were
handed out with each boat rental and
kids – or adults – who returned with a
full bag of flotsam got a free ice cream.
Jachthaven Wetterwille firmly believes
that small actions like these make a
big difference and that marina, tenants
and berth holders can work together
for a cleaner and greener world,” notes
Catherine Kosters.

Safety and confidence
TransEurope Marinas has various
individual initiatives, some of which
tackle safety concerns while others
serve to boost confidence out on the
water. Members have been inspired
by successful fund raising projects at
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Improved water quality at Belgian marina
VVW Nieuwpoort has attracted
resident seals.
Jachthaven Waterlands and Penarth
Marinas and also by UK-based
initiatives, where the national marine
federation runs an excellent support
programme via The Yacht Harbour
Association (TYHA). The UK’s Royal
Yachting Association (RYA) and TYHA’s
Active Marina scheme encourage
marinas to work with local RYA schools
to encourage berth holders to use their
boats productively. Examples include
local cruises, enabling women or
families to improve their boating skills
in comfortable tailor-made classes, or
introducing recreational sailors to the
work of maritime control and rescue
services in order to raise awareness
about the importance of observing
safety regulations and procedures.
Reporting the success of these
activities within the group has reinforced
moves by other European members to
connect with their local sailing schools
and organise similar convivial and
instructional activities in port.

Sustainability
The Green Blue is an environmental
sustainability initiative that has been
working with the UK recreational
marine sector for the last 12 years,
bridging the gap between marinas
and berth holders and carrying out
free environmental audits for marinas:
identifying legal compliance issues,
energy reduction opportunities,
improved waste management,
utility monitoring, environmental
management systems and berth holder
environmental education. Sustainability
officer, Dan Reading, described the
project’s development:
“In the past decade, The Green
Blue has found that average boat
owners are much more well informed
about their impact on the environment
as well as the potential impact that
is indirectly linked to their vessel,
including maintenance and wash down
carried out by marina operators. This
has led to numerous partnerships that
have not only helped improve facilities
but also reduced costs for marina
operators.”
“From practical actions, such as
marking all the surface water drains
in the marina and creating recycling
signage, the environmental footprint
of the marina sector in the UK has
improved in the last ten years. There is

still more work to be done and schemes
such as Blue Flag and the Gold Anchor
Scheme have been successful in
embedding environmental sustainability
criteria in their awards which promotes
and rewards the marinas’ efforts,” he
continues.
Blue water sailors are generally
recognised as having special regard
for the impact they have on their
surroundings. They shop carefully to
avoid extra packaging, live relatively
minimally on board to optimise space
and take care not to pollute the waters
in which they sail. Mostly, this is a
reaction to the ugly sight of floating
debris and shows appreciation of the
cohesive dynamic of energies and
resources that powers the boat and
onboard systems, and contributes to
providing drinking water and food.
In this way, sailors make very special
tourists. They seek to learn about the
destination to which they are travelling
and tend to be respectful and curious
visitors. It is clear that they take steps
to research environmentally sound
cleaning products, sanitary items
and other staples. They
share energy-free food
storage options and
some contribute to citizen
science projects that help
build up data in otherwise
inaccessible areas. As
such, they are suitably
demanding customers

and a great lead for marinas to follow
in terms of marine stewardship.
International Blue Flag director,
Sophie Bachet Granados, offers this
inspirational message: “This year is a
special one for Blue Flag International
and we take the opportunity to look back
on our achievements over the past 30
years. Many marinas have joined our
network since 1987, including some
from the TransEurope Marinas group.
We have witnessed the development
of great initiatives from hard-working
marinas, which we are very proud
of, and thankful for. Our international
Blue Flag network enables us to
share best practices globally, and we
are currently investing in a tool which
will also enable us to share with the
public. We believe that international
cooperation is a very powerful asset,
and we encourage anyone, in or out of
the Blue Flag network, to be proactive
about environmental management and
education.”
For more information:
www.blueflag.global and
www.transeuropemarinas.com

One of the many ways that
Quinta do Lorde Marina
raises environmental
awareness is by hosting
special exhibitions.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
have even travelled to Kenya to
work at an orphanage. Their sense
of community, family and tradition
cannot be overstated.
“Lefroy Harbour Resorts has a
strong environmental commitment
to community and the environment,”
Linda Ellery, Lefroy Harbour
Resorts’ marina manager, confirms.
“A marina’s participation in the
preservation of our waterways
for our enjoyment today and for
generations to come is paramount
in the boating industry.”

A family tradition
of environmental
management
In 2015, Lefroy Harbour Resorts in Ontario was awarded - and continues
to maintain - a Level 5 Anchor Platinum rating under the Clean Marine
certification system in Canada. It was the first marina in Canada to earn such
high marks. Sarah Devlin finds out why.
Lefroy Harbour Resorts’ history goes
back about 50 years, starting when
Eric Stovold, the patriarch of the family
that owns the property, purchased Kon
Tiki Marina on Lake Simcoe, a 743km²
(287mi²) body of water approximately
80km (or 50mi) north of Toronto,
Ontario, and he raised his five children
there.

To list all the achievements and
accolades the Stovold family has
garnered in the past half century would
require a great deal of landscape
within these pages. In short, they have
been, and remain, very much involved
in their community, from economic
development to environmental
leadership. Jeff Stovold and his wife

It should come, therefore, as
no surprise that Lefroy Harbour
Resorts would achieve the first
Level 5 Anchor Platinum rating
within Ontario’s Clean Marine
programme.

The criteria
The Ontario Clean Marine eco-rating
programme was developed in 1995.
The programme is voluntary and
marinas looking for Clean Marine
status agree to a third-party, 220-point
assessment. From there, a marina may
earn from one to five “Green Anchors,”
with ratings of Gold, Diamond or the
highest Platinum. Self-assessments are
mandatory annually with a third-party
reassessment every five years. These
third-party assessments are carried
out by a group called Greenleaf, which
produces detailed reports on a marina’s
compliance.
Lafroy Harbour Resorts has
participated in the Clean Marine
Programme since 1999, and increased
its rating to Diamond level in 2014. By
2015, it had achieved all of the criteria
required to reach Platinum.
According to Boating Ontario Clean

In 1986, the Stovolds purchased
Lefroy Harbour a few minutes up
the lake by either automobile or
boat and merged the operations
to create ‘Lefroy Harbour Resorts’.
In total, Lefroy Harbour Resorts
provides boaters with 540 covered
and uncovered slips between the
two properties. Today, Eric’s sons
Jeff and Chris remain co-owners
while grandson Ryan acts as
general manager.

Kon Tiki Marina (above) has 190
covered and uncovered slips and is
located near Lefroy Harbour Marina
(right) – a larger facility purchased by
the Stovolds in the 1980s.
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START BUILDING YOUR
FLOATING DREAM
Do you want a floating office, restaurant, home, pool or golf course?
Just to mention a few of the possibilities. Whether you want to build for
yourself or to a establish new business, our floating modular solutions
are easy and innovative long-term solutions. We will help you build
your floating dream from planning to construction.

Go and test how much your
floating modular solution costs!
www.bluet.fi/planner
BLUET Oy Ltd

|

+358 30 6363 800

|

Helsinki, Finland

Windsor Racecourse Marina

|

info@bluet.fi

|

bluet.fi

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Lefroy Harbour Resorts gives
environmental awareness the highest
priority and has introduced many green
initiatives to boaters, such as paddle boats
(top) with solar panels at the stern and
electric bicycles (centre). It also supports
the annual Lake Simcoe Conservation
Foundation Information Centre (below).

Marine rep Kevin Gallagher, there are
three such Level Five Platinum marinas
in the programme right now. “To date,
the programme has rated over 300
marinas in the Province of Ontario
and has expanded the programme to
the Provinces of British Columbia and
Quebec,” he says. “The initiatives are
over and above the regular recycling
of oil, shrink wrap, oil filters and
batteries. The marinas must also have
a full-fledged recycling programme for
boaters as well.”
While Lefroy Harbour Resorts
has committed to the sensible
environmental practices we see in most
green businesses, such as over 90%
high-efficiency lighting with motion
sensors, water-efficient toilets and
showers, air hand dryers rather than
paper and a financial commitment to
local environmental initiatives, their
overall strategic plan showcases a
much more thoughtful approach to ecofriendly practice and commitment.
For instance, the crew at Lafroy
Harbour Resorts does not use
antifreeze – or, when necessary, they
recycle 75% of used antifreeze. With
a majority of covered slips and heated
winterised storage, the antifreeze
becomes less necessary.
They also have no derelict boats on
the premises, a particularly hot topic in
the marine industry with boats having a
longer life cycle and a shorter use time.
Additionally, the crew converted the
power on its workboats and rental craft
with more efficient, newer technology
engines.
Lefroy Harbour Resorts was also
the first marina in Ontario to initiate
an annual expired flare collection day,
according to Ellery. This programme,
in conjunction with Canada-based
CIL Paints and the Canadian Power
Squadron, allows boaters to safely
dispose of flares without simply tossing
them into a landfill. Ellery also points
out they have successful ‘Cruising
for Cans’ food bank collection, and
household and boat battery collection
programmes.

Customer and staff
engagement
Customer engagement
plays a significant role in
Lefroy’s environmental
management programme.
Each boater finds a
complimentary bilge
sock on their seasonally
launched boat to place
in the bilge and capture
leaked oil or spills. The
marina staff then remove
the bilge sock when they
haul the boat at the end of
the season.
All customers are asked
to sign a Clean Marine
Environmental Pledge
Form with their annual
dockage agreement. The
11-point pledge includes
such language as “use
the land-based washroom
facilities…as long as the
boat is at dock and to avoid
pumping grey water,” “use
environmentally friendly
products,” and “promote
Clean Marine Practices at
all times.”
The marina also offers an annual
environmental award to both customers
and staff for their Green Initiative Ideas.
“Marinas ‘Green Initiatives’ is one of the
top questions asked by new boaters
looking to be a member at Lefroy
Harbour Resorts,” Ellery says.
The Lefroy Harbour Resorts team
must also adhere to strident ecoforward practices, such as participating
in spill containment courses with spill
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kits available at all fuelling stations for
staff and boaters alike. Boaters are
offered “Safe Refuelling” guidelines and
the Lefroy Harbour Resorts website
links directly to Discover Boating’s “Tips
for Reducing Fuel Usage.”
Employees are also trained in
environmental awareness and
practices along with the Clean Marine
programme. “The service department
must instil environmental management
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on the water and everywhere
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Cap d’Agde,
Mediterranean Sea - shining a light on biodiversity.
Poralu Marine takes care of its environment.

More than 8,000 references over 5 continents

MANUFACTUR ER OF P O NTOONS A ND MAR INA EQU I P ME N T

" Poralu Marine
leads the way in environmental
matters"
Projects involving the fragile natural habitats which make up the shores of the
Mediterranean Sea, and where the impact of port facilities on the flora and fauna must
be managed, demand unflagging commitment from those concerned.
More than 10 years ago, our port of Cap d’Agde committed itself to a policy of
environmentally responsible behaviour with a view to respecting the future port
environment. Since we care about our environment, we like to play an active role in
improving biodiversity and boosting the resident fauna in harbours. The port of Cap d’Agde
is one of the pilot ports in the Nappex project (this innovative ecological engineering
project is part of France’s national strategy for biodiversity). Nature deserves our respect,
and we expect Poralu Marine, as our partner, to behave responsibly.
The innovations made by Poralu Marine, such as the circular shapes in the Ecostyle®
decking, allow light to reach the seabed and thereby protect the original natural
environment. The various materials used can also be recycled.
Aware of its responsibility to the environment, Poralu Marine is our partner in innovation
and has been coming up with solutions which take into account man’s impact on the
Mediterranean environment for nearly 30 years.
Pierre WEISS
Port Manager at Cap d’Agde

www.poralu.com

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Natural vegetation plays an important part
in reducing environmental impact at Lefroy
Harbour. Mature trees have been planted
to absorb water and stop soil erosion and
parts of the property have purposely been
left to nature to improve water quality and
encourage animal habitat.

into their practices,” Gallagher notes.
“Including best practices for servicing
boats, bottom painting and winterising
boats.”
These environmental practices
extend into the grounds. According
to Explore Lake Simcoe, a group
dedicated to reducing environmental
impacts of businesses in the area,
“the land at Lefroy Harbour is graded
to allow stormwater to settle so that
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it filters into the ground instead of
running off paved areas directly into
the lake. Mature trees and vegetation
are planted to absorb water and
stop erosion. The mature trees also
provide shade, minimising the need for
artificial cooling. Areas of the property
are purposely left in a natural state to
encourage animal habitat and improve
water quality.”
In return, Lefroy Harbour Resorts

is able to boast substantial natural
grounds as a selling point for its
customers and boaters. Both properties
boast natural lands that complement
well-manicured lawns, resort amenities,
playgrounds and beaches.
We have “a strong commitment to
pushing the envelope towards helping
Lefroy Harbour research the newest
technologies and procedures in
making the day-to-day operations more
environmentally sustainable,” Ellery
notes.
When asked what motivated staff
at Lefroy Harbour Resorts to focus on
achieving their Platinum Clean Marine
status, she asserted it was all due to
three generations of family commitment
to environmental leadership. Today,
“Ryan Stovold along with the staff
of Lefroy Harbour Resorts have
been instrumental in continuous
improvements with this family tradition.”
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SPONSORED FEATURE

Mooring up in safe waters
Marinas are in the hospitality business and, regardless of the size or scope of facilities and services on offer, every good
marina team seeks to offer guests the best experience. Boating and other recreational watersports are a hugely popular,
family-friendly way to relax, socialise and interact with our beautiful natural world. Boating is fun but we need to make
sure it is also safe.
Over the past 30 years, most of us
have read a news report of an Electric
Shock Drowning (ESD) at a marina.
More than 70 ESD deaths and 100
injuries have, in fact, been reported
during this time at freshwater facilities,
and other casualties have probably
been misclassified. These are serious
or even tragic incidents – but, the good
news is, they are preventable. We need
to understand why electric shocks can
occur in the water so that we can put
proper precautions in place to safeguard
marinas for everyone to enjoy.

SPONSORED FEATURE: EATON MP&L

Risk and responsibility
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We know that electricity always seeks
the path of least resistance, taking the
fastest, shortest path to ground.
ESD can occur when alternating
current (AC) electricity leaks into the
water, typically from faulty or exposed
wiring in or near boats or docks.
Common places where stray current
can originate are boat propellers, dock
frames and ladders. These conditions
can create a dangerous field of electric
potential. Once there is an electric field
in the water - especially in fresh water
- human beings exposed to it are at
significant risk. If there is enough stray
electric current, it can cause muscles
to seize up and prevent the victim from
swimming, resulting in drowning.
The severity of risk is affected by
both human and electrical factors. The
swimmer’s size, body mass, hydration
and nutrition levels play one part;
the rest is determined by the voltage

gradient of the electrical current from its
source.

ESD and the GFCI
There is considerable proof that
installation of a Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupt (GFCI) to sever the flow
of electricity will prevent water-born
electrical risks, and the National
Electrical Code (NEC) in the USA
endorses this in guidelines set out
to improve levels of safety for all
Americans.
The NEC updated its guidelines
in 2011, 2014 and again in 2017
and GFCIs must now be installed
somewhere within the electrical system
for all new US marina installations. To
safeguard the entire site, protection
in marinas must be at both the
upstream and receptacle/pedestal
level. Electricians who perform work
in marinas and boatyards should be
familiar with the requirements of NEC
code sections 555.3 (ground fault
protection) and 555.19 (branch circuits).
Marina owners and managers should
also discuss their specifics whenever
contracting electricians for services.

Making your marina safe
Irrespective of where you are located
and the national codes you should
be following, you must have good
insurance, and you need to consider
a number of best practices so as to
improve safety at your marina.
It is important to have your dockside
electrical system (pedestals) inspected

and updated by a qualified electrician
annually (this is mandatory under the
US NFPA 5.20 Maintenance of Electrical
Wiring and Equipment). If you are
thinking of having a new pedestal fitted,
have it installed by a qualified electrician
to be sure it meets your relevant safety
codes and standards (NEC and NFPA
in the USA). And do not depend on
electricians with experience only on
land. Marina work in the US should
comply with all National Electrical Code
(NEC) and National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) standards.
You should keep records of all
maintenance for the marina and its
vessels for liability purposes, in case
an incident occurs, and if you have
any doubts about a boat, it should be
inspected by a certified technician.
It is important that you tell all boat
owners and charterers to use only
‘Marine Listed’ shore or marine
power cords, plugs, receptacles and
extension cords that have been tested
by Underwriters Laboratories (UL),
Canadian Standards Association
(CSA) or ETL SEMKO (ETL). They
are specifically designed to keep
people safe when using them near
water. Electrical Safety Foundation
International (ESFI) also warns never to
use cords that are frayed or damaged
or where prongs have been removed or
altered and never to stand or swim in
water when turning off electrical devices
or switches. It suggests ‘designated
in-water times’ for individuals working
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The Eaton solutions

downstream pedestals from ground
leakage and prevent ESD.
Ground fault monitors with shunt trip
circuit breakers help evaluate the level
of electrical leakage being released
from specific power sources and
then intervene to interrupt the circuit.
The ground fault monitoring system
operates 24 hours a day and provides
a visual status. A variety of options are
available but standard features include:
an adjustable trip level of 10mA to
10A; visual alarms; controls for up to
13 circuits; and a heavy 316L stainless
steel housing that is powder-coated with
a polyester resin to minimise corrosion.

High quality vendors shift their focus
from sales to safety, and Eaton’s Marina
Power and Lighting (MP&L) business
unit is an industry leader in adapting and
manufacturing products that support
NEC 555.3 code. The company sells
to customers in over 150 countries,
2. Ground fault pedestals
has 100 years of experience in power
management, and is a world leading
Eaton MP&L was the first to introduce
supplier of marina power equipment.
ground fault protection with notification
at each and every slip with its industryEaton offers a comprehensive
leading ground fault pedestal solution.
portfolio of electrical solutions and
The newest power pedestal features
claims to have more marina power
integrated ground fault breakers and
products in service than all other
visual trip fault notification. A flashing
US suppliers combined. It offers
red light immediately lets marina
free, comprehensive in-house
staff know that power has been
electrical design for complete marina
disconnected, potentially avoiding a
development needs utilising its own
dangerous situation. Eaton’s most
manufactured high-quality products.
popular, practical and durable pedestal
The company offer several leading
styles include the Lighthouse™ and
marina safety solutions relevant to
Lighthouse SS ®.
preventing ESD:
The pedestals have lockable
1. Distribution equipment with
weatherproof doors to protect the
ground fault protection
breakers and receptacle while in use,
Eaton’s distribution equipment
and a heavy resin housing with a
combines space-saving designs with
two-part UV resistant polyurethane
modular construction and increased
finish to guard against weathering from
systems ratings to provide economical
the elements. The NEMA 3R rating
and dependable electrical system
pedestals offer circuit breaker protection
distribution and protection. Combined
for all receptacles and feature copper
with powerful ground fault technology,
bus bars with ratings from 250 to 500A.
the distribution equipment can protect
Above left & below: Eaton dockside pedestals
offer safe power exactly where it’s needed – day and night.

A ‘hingeless’ base provides easy access
for both installation and maintenance.
The user-friendly pedestals include
a photocell-controlled LED light with
amber lens that gives 360° lighting, and
a backlit universal faceplate is included
for easy receptacle plug-in at night.
Optional features include high-speed
internet connections and single or dual
phone and/or cable TV connections,
surge protection, and wireless remote
metering for electricity and water.

The flashing red light of the ground fault
pedestal lets marina staff know that power
has been disconnected.
3. Ground fault monitor, integrated
into safety disconnect
Eaton manufactures state-of-theart D64 ground fault monitors,
which - when integrated into a safety
disconnect - do not require the marina
to retrofit pedestals or distribution
equipment. This device, combined with
a standalone safety switch disconnect,
can be installed anywhere in a circuit to
protect it. The downside to this solution
is, although easy to install, it can be
difficult to pinpoint where the ground
fault originates.

Having fun safely
With the help of Eaton products, safety
can be embedded into your marina to
give you and your valued customers
greater peace of mind to enjoy time in
your marina and time on their boats. We
can all be safer and happier – on and in
the water.
For more information and product
details, please visit: www.marinapower.
com or call +1 800 234 5959.
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on vessels within the marina when the
electricity is turned off and customers
are alerted to the fact that they will
be without power at the slip for a
predetermined amount of time.
Last but not least is a GFCI – to
quickly and automatically interrupt the
flow of electricity in case of a fault.

LIFTING
EQUIPMENT
INTEGRAL
MANUFACTURER
FOR DRY
MARINAS
AND SHIPYARDS

marine@ghcranes.com

www.ghcranes.com

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Mayflower installs
mobile pump-out
Award-winning Mayflower Marina in Plymouth on the south coast
of England is now offering black and grey water pump-out for berth
holders and visitors.
The marina management team
selected the LSM80W (right); a
relatively small, completely mobile
system from Warwickshire-based
LeeSan. The unit meets current
demands and, in the future, could form
part of a larger, permanent pump-out
facility if demand grows.
When pump-out is requested, marina
staff wheel the unit to the berth, pump
out the tank and return the unit to the
marina’s dedicated sewer discharge
point for emptying. A standpipe and
pump-out connector ensure that
discharge is clean and efficient and the

unit can be flushed through
after use. The LeeSan
system is purpose built from
stainless steel and plastic
materials so as to withstand
the elements in a coastal
environment and is housed
in its own covered storage
area.
Mayflower Marina
managing director, Charles Bush, said:
“Customer experience is paramount;
from a helpful and friendly welcome
to offering a one stop solution for
everyone’s boating requirements. We

aim to provide a marina environment
that is not just pleasant but which
adheres to or exceeds the appropriate
legislation.”
E: info@leesan.com

MDL invests in EV charge points
Following its pioneering pilot launch of Tesla electric vehicle (EV) charging points at several of its marinas, MDL is now
rolling the programme out to a second batch of its UK marinas. The programme also saw units installed at Sant Carles
Marina in June making MDL Marinas the first operator in Spain to offer such a service.
The new units have been installed at:
Shamrock Quay; Mercury; Northney;
Penton Hook; Woolverstone; and
Windsor (16 amp). In addition to the
Tesla chargers, Type 2 Universal
chargers have also been fitted at the
sites (excluding Windsor and Penton
Hook) to power up other models of
electric cars.
Last year, the company introduced
EV charging points at Ocean Village

Marina, Cobb’s Quay Marina, Queen
Anne’s Battery and Hamble Point.
MDL Marinas is renowned for
being an innovator in the industry
and is committed to enabling its berth
holders to take advantage of the latest
technology. As well as being the first in
the country to install EV points, it was
also the first to introduce WiFi back in
2004.
Adrien Burnand, head of marketing

at MDL, commented: “We are always
striving to find new ways to add value to
our member experience and recognise
the increased demand for electric
vehicles and charging points as the
industry evolves. The installation offers
our members greater flexibility, as well
as a marina experience that recognises
the importance of providing sustainable
and environmentally-friendly travel
options.”

Porto di Santa Teresa Gallura - awarded with 4 Blue Stars

Visit www.bluestarmarina.com
Visitusus at booth 01.201
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Low cost washwater collection
An affordable system for collecting and filtering contaminated washwater after hull scrubbing has been successfully
launched by Brittany-born Gaëtan Fouquet.
The patented CarenEcolo filtration
unit, which has been approved by the
French Water Agency and was prized
for its innovation at last year’s Paris
Boat Show, is aimed at small ports or
marinas that have tighter budgets.
CarenEcolo comprises a mobile
filtration unit, high pressure cleaner,
30m (98ft) long hose for removing
waste water and a rollable PVC
tarpaulin with inflatable sides. Operation
is simple. The boat is positioned onto
the tarpaulin for cleaning; the hull is
hosed down; and the wastewater is
contained on the mat and pumped into
the filtration unit. Fluids go through
seven different types of filters to remove
any oil, paint residue, lead, copper,
TBT, biocides and other poisonous
materials.

The system
can be used to
filter other types
of contaminated
water, can be
customised to
meet specific
needs and can be
shipped worldwide.
All equipment
including an
electric winder
for the mat fits
inside one mobile,
towable unit.
Fouquet,
who has been
managing the desalination plant on
the Île de Sein for the past ten years,
is the son and grandson of traditional

fishermen. Ocean conservation is an
issue he takes very seriously.
E: contact@carenecolo.fr
easily generated by solar or wind
power units. The only additional
requirement is a fresh water supply.
The Sebomarine plant makes use
of the Aqua Care DCS (drainage
clarification) method, developed to
eliminate BOD5, COD and nitrogen.
DCS is hygienic, odourless and
enables flow water to be re-used
for non-potable flushing purposes.
Results have exceeded German DIN
Norm Standards (DIN 4261) as well
as EU standards.

Waste water treatment
saves on pump-out
A modular floating sewage treatment plant concept developed by
Sebomarine of Canada offers a self-contained alternative to the traditional
pump-out dock arrangement.
Suitable for a variety of applications
utilising dock lengths up to 24m (79ft)
– depending on site conditions – in
single or parallel arrangements, the
system requires minimal energy and
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eliminates holding tanks and pump-out
truck costs.
A 21m (69ft) example can process
400m³ (14,126ft³) of waste per annum
using just 4kWh of energy per day;

The clarification process
commences with pre-clarification via
a conventional two or three cell septic
tank. Post-clarification via the Aqua
Care (DCS) method utilises biological
aerobic action to reduce the wet
sludge volume to approximately
30mg/litre, which translates as 1 litre
per person per year compared to 25
litres per person per year. The water
is clarified to a level of 98% making
it safe for re-use as flow water or for
direct run-off into the sea, rivers or
lakes.
Sebomarine foresees applications
at marinas and floating home
concepts, and for ‘over water’ use in
luxury resorts and at floating hotels,
restaurants etc.
E: sebosynt@gmail.com
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Compliance and
service – joint
drivers for pump-out
installation
Green, green, green is here, and here to stay, according to US company EMP
Industries. Just looking at two marinas that are representative of the luxury
sector in the USA tells us that the green revolution is being embraced, and
that operators are doing all the necessary things to keep the environment
clean.
Oceans Edge Hotel Resort & Marina
in Stock Island, Florida is a new marina
and luxury hotel complex that opened
this year. The marina installed a central
vacuum system for boat sewage
collection to augment its environmental
impact plan and offer boaters the
highest level of service available to
accommodate waste removal.
Oceans Edge selected a 42 gall/min
(191 l/min) EMP peristaltic pump with
multiple pump-out locations connected
via an HDPE pipe that runs in the dock
and underground. Boaters connect to a
hydrant near their berth via a hose reel,
which also controls the start and stop
of the pump using a radio frequency
remote.
Nearly 1,500 miles (2,414 km) from
Key West, Golden Nugget, a casino
operator in Atlantic City, New Jersey,

also opted last year for in-slip pump-out
at the large marina it manages. Like
the owners of Oceans Edge, Golden
Nugget has created a destination
resort, in this instance revolving around
a hotel, casino and the adjacent
Senator Frank S. Farley State Marina.
It has long term seasonal guests,
plenty of transient boat stays during
the summer months, and its 15,000ft²
(1,393m²) outdoor deck bar hosts a
series of concerts during spring and
summer that further boost demand on
visitor docks and services.
The marina has installed 86 pumpout hydrants and two 70 gall/min (318
l/min) Sanisailor peristaltic vacuum
pumps with EMP-patented vortex hose
reels with remote controls. Golden
Nugget opted for greater pumping
capacity to support visiting boats that

Smart hose reel with radio frequency pump
controls and vacuum assist installed at
Oceans Edge Marina.
needed pump-out. Many of these
transients are on their boats intensively
during the summer and many also have
guests aboard every weekend from
May to September.
“We often think of pump-out as
the ‘check in the box’ compliance
service with little care placed on the
importance of operating high level
guest services,” says EMP president
Tom Callahan. “But these two high
profile multi-faceted resort style
marinas emphasise the very important
considerations we need to address.
Boater guest profile and intensity drive
key amenities, along with fundamental
compliance with environmental impact
requirements.”
E: empsales@emp.ind

Multi-use barge cleans up marina waters
French company Ecotank has been spreading the word on its Multi Services barge, designed to meet growing
environmental demands at French marinas. Ecotank partner Narinov (a subsidiary of the Suez Group) gave a
presentation of the product in August at Port Camargue.
The eco barge, described by its
designers as ‘the Swiss army knife
of the seas’, has been purchased by
several marinas and has been in daily
use since 2011 in Monaco, Cannes and
St Tropez where it performs a mix of
the following duties: collection of waste
water, bilge water and macro-waste
through its retractable net processes;
towing; underwater operations such
as cleaning of river and sea bed,
maintenance of mooring chains etc;
collecting and transporting general
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waste; distributing fresh water to swing
moorings; treating pollution problems
such as oil slicks; firefighting; cleaning of
riprap; and installing nets
against jellyfish.
All barges can be
equipped with an
outboard turbine engine
to make operation safer
in berthing areas and
help oxygenate marina
waters. An electric

propulsion option is being considered.
E: contact@ecotank-worldwide.com
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Working with Nature –
the PIANC initiative
by Esteban Biondi
Marinas can be sustainable. People outside the marina industry don’t always
agree; but people inside the industry don’t always build and operate marinas
in a sustainable manner.
While the majority of marinas pay
significant attention to environmental
operations, often exceeding regulations,
improvements can be made - especially
at the design stage. It is also true that,
in some cases, regulators can be overzealous, demanding environmental
performance from marinas that is not
asked from other developments.
Marina professionals know that
there are ways to plan, build and
operate marinas so that they maintain
or improve ecological functions,
energise the local economy, provide
direct and indirect social benefits
to local communities and thrive as
a business. And yet, there are still
marinas being built that unnecessarily
destroy environmental resources,
create confrontational relationships
with adjacent communities or get into
financial trouble due to poor planning.
Developers, designers and builders
often miss opportunities to make a
marina more sustainable. Marina
projects with undue environmental
impacts or negative social impacts,
sometimes struggle economically - if
they get built at all - and always give
the marina industry as a whole a bad
reputation.
PIANC - a 130-year old professional
organisation dedicated to waterborne
transportation infrastructure - has
developed environmental guidelines
and a certification of recognition
programme called Working with Nature
(WwN) to improve infrastructure
sustainability. The principles of the
WwN approach apply to waterborne
infrastructure projects, including
port and dredging projects as well
as marinas. PIANC’s certification
programme is available to all types of
recreational navigation infrastructure
projects.

Working with Nature
The Working with Nature design
principles are rather simple. They would
be a truism, except for the fact that they

are not followed in so many cases.
WwN principles are focused on
process and approach. This means
that they are part of marina design
best practices and not a post-design
verification. As I say in my consulting
practices, “the process is always the
same, the result is always different.”
In a very simple summary, WwN
identifies the fundamental project
objectives and considers the site
conditions from the perspective of the
natural surroundings, its processes
and the community, as much
as from the pure technical
design aspect. This approach
reinforces best practice in
marina design, which assumes
that environmental and social
issues must be integrated
into the design process but at
the same time not neglecting
the navigational or port’s
targets. Marinas offer unique
opportunities to implement
WwN principles to improve project
value and economic performance
creating win-win situations for the
project developer, the environment and
society.
Working with Nature is different from
the way some environmental impact
studies are made, when a post-design
verification of impacts and mitigation
“patches” add little benefit to the design.
WwN encourages a design process
that incorporates environmental
analysis before the design is advanced.
As a result, the project that is used as
the basis for the environmental impact
study already has a reduced impact
and environmental features are already
part of the project.
The WwN Award, being granted
every four years during the PIANC
World Congress, offers the opportunity
to display outstanding project
approaches and efforts to the marina
community, as well as to the general
public. Project developers and owners
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can advertise their project, creating
positive awareness and recognition that
is beneficial for marina construction
and maintenance. Every marina
designer is invited to submit his/her
project to the WwN database (www.
workingwithnature.pianc.org) as the
first step to earning a WwN Certificate
of Recognition and as the basis for
selection for the WwN Award.

Other initiatives
PIANC RecCom also manages the
annual Marina Excellence Design
Award, but Working with Nature issues
a certification of recognition to all

projects that meet its requirements.
Through its partnerships with
ICOMIA, GMI, AMI and TYHA,
PIANC RecCom supports voluntary
environmental certification
programmes, which are primarily
focused on operations. PIANC’s
Working with Nature initiative, however,
is focused on the planning approach.
To help identify best practices in
environmental marina design, the
Recreational Navigation Commission of
PIANC is also developing specific and
more detailed recommendations for the
implementation of WwN to recreational
navigation infrastructure through one of
its Working Groups.

Esteban L. Biondi is the chairman of
PIANC RecCom and member of the
Working with Nature Jury. He presently
chairs a PIANC Working Group on
sustainable marinas. He can be
reached at ebiondi@appliedtm.com.
For more information: www.pianc.org
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Design your
own system
As an increasing number of countries have banned waste water
discharge and watersports enthusiasts are becoming ever more
environmentally-minded, marinas are now expected to offer
simple, quick-drain waste water pump facilities. Dutch company
Seijsener Marina Services - the first company to install a pumpout system in the Netherlands back in the 1980s - meets the brief
with well established products and with the launch of YOSS (Your
Own Sanitary System).
Ease of use is the key. How
much better for boat owners not
to have to leave their berth in
order to empty the waste tank?
How about separate suction
points at every berth? YOSS
(right) offers central waste
water facilities that suit the type
of marina customer and the
available drainage options on
the site. Boaters simply grab
a connector with hose from
behind a hatch in the jetty, push

the suction nozzle into the deck
fitting and open the tap. After use,
hose and suction nozzle quickly
disappear back into the hatch.
For a more conventional setup, Seijsener offers many pumpout options. At a basic level,
the SP20 is a perfect fit. With a
stainless steel house, heavyduty pump and straightforward
controls, it is known for reliability
and is reasonably priced.
E: info@seijsener.nl

World Class
Design,
Manufacture
& Installation
Services

Maricer (CPES Ltd)
Vale Industrial Estate, Spilsby,
Lincolnshire PE23 5HE
United Kingdom
www.maricer.com sales@maricer.com +44 (0) 1790 753164
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PROFILE: PONTOONS & BREAKWATERS

Key members of the Ingemar team, l to r:
Paolo Tasca, production manager; Lorenzo
Isalberti, president; Sebastiano Pulina,
managing director; and Andrea Padoan,
project manager.

Customisation – with
the help of science
With enhanced production facilities designed to meet the needs of large
breakwater sections, progressive R&D, in-house hydrodynamics software and
a special team, Ingemar founder and president Lorenzo Isalberti has created a
leading company in the floating structures sector. Donatella Zucca investigated
Established in 1979 in Milan, where
its headquarters remain, Ingemar has
always specialised in port infrastructure
and floating structures for recreational
boat moorings and is now amongst
the global leaders in this field. Its niche
speciality is to work on a coordinated set
of elements that meet the needs of both
the customer and the immediate natural
environment and to offer excellent
after-sales service. The company prides
itself on its production processes, which
are the result of unique research, and
ensures that all floating elements are
as safe as fixed structures while being
cheaper and eco-friendly.

All design and manufacture of floating
docks and breakwaters, fixed quays
and service distribution terminals takes
place in the Ingemar factory in Casale
sul Sile (Veneto). The factory spans
an area of 7,000m² (75,347ft²), with
2,000m² (21,528ft²) covered and the
remainder available for handling and
storing materials. Retractable sheds
have been built for the construction
of prefabricated floating breakwater

sections. “Our business in the
breakwater sector is perhaps the most
interesting for me,” asserts Lorenzo
Isalberti. “With the decrease in the
availability of natural harbours where
floating docks can be more easily
installed or where fixed breakwaters
can offer protection, we need to build
berths in increasingly difficult sites,” he
says. “This is far more expensive so,
whenever possible, we try to develop
floating systems that function properly
irrespective of the depth of the water.
This makes for important economies.”
“A traditional [fixed] marina on a
seabed of, say, 6 to 8m (20 to 26ft) is too
expensive but when floating structures
are used, the seabed doesn’t make any
difference,” he clarifies. “Furthermore,
the wave action on a floating structure
is very different from the action on
a continuous and vertical barrier. Its
efficiency depends heavily on the type
of incidental wave, especially in terms
of height, and the wave characteristics
of the site in question. A floating dam in

A total of 32 employees, and four
industry collaborations to give a total
of nine engineers, form the core of the
company. Together, over the past five
years, they have generated an average
annual turnover of €9 million with high
spots of €11 million when orders were
especially good.
The outdoor area of Ingemar’s Casale sul
Sile factory (above) is used for storing
materials and concrete elements that are
too large or heavy to be undercover. Interior
space (right) is used for machining steel
structures and mechanical components.
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An Ingemar floating pontoon system at
Marina d’Arechi in Salerno, Italy.
In Saudi Arabia, Ingemar is a direct
contractor for the Ministry of the Interior
and builds structures for coast guard
bases.

On the production line
Ingemar’s FCA type breakwater is
prefabricated in reinforced concrete
with high displacement polystyrene
core and modules can be linked endto-end or in parallel to provide robust
and reliable floating barriers similar to
traditional fixed structures. Examples
can be found in Lefkas Marina in
Greece and Porto Montenegro in Tivat,
Montenegro.

the middle of the sea would not serve
anything – it would break.”
All types of Ingemar floating structure
are verified in a specialist laboratory
such as the Maritime Construction
Laboratory at the University of Padua,
where Ingemar has for many years
been testing the effects of wave
conditions on floating structures.
Particular emphasis is placed on the
incidental wave and the wave that hits
the outside of the floating barrier rather
than wave effect at the anchoring points
and pontoon connection points.

In the factory
Manufacture is a streamlined process
with parallel production of breakwater
elements (up to 20m (66ft) x 4m (13ft) x
2.4m (7.8ft) weighing up to 68 tonnes)
and pontoons (up to 12m (39ft) x 3m
(10ft) x 1.2m (4ft). One unit within the
same complex is used for mechanical
machining of steel structures and
components, wood assembly,
aluminium and steel parts, and another
unit for casting the concrete breakwater
modules.
“We have machinery for assembling
metal structures and two deck
wagons inside, and we have a fixed
crane outside for handling the stored
materials and a batching centre for the
concrete elements which, due to size
and weight, cannot be dealt with inside.”

On the water
Ingemar has always benefited from
a diverse customer base. “We sell to
public entities and private companies
that are involved in the construction
of new marinas. In both cases we
are direct contractors providing and
installing products and facilities,”
Isalberti confirms. “As a SOA registered
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company, we are able to complete
work up to a designated ceiling and,
depending on the size of the project,
can act as either a sub-contractor or
specialist supplier.”
Export projects secure the largest
slice of sales; over 85% in 2016 but
falling this year to 60% as major
contracts in Italy have come to fruition.
“Our market is always nautical,
especially with the new superyacht
requirements which are very interesting
in terms of both products and services.
Then there is renovation and expansion
of marinas where breakwaters are
increasingly able to withstand difficult
conditions and waves in excess of a
metre high.”
“Our hydrodynamics software is
devoted to the numerical analysis of the
effects of waves, wind and currents on
floating structures and enables us to test
the stresses on structures and size the
elements, connections and functional
systems far more scientifically than
before,” Isalberti explains.
The most profitable Ingemar work
comes under the heading of ‘special
projects’. These include navy and coast
guard contracts and manufacture of
industrial structures for companies such
as Enel, Agip Edison and Pirelli. “We
take on projects that large companies
are not interested in and local
companies are unable to fulfil.”
Some projects are long term. “We
have been working for four years in
Kuwait, for example. The investor
contributes the labour and cement and
purchases all other goods and we are
responsible for the design, technical
supervision and accessories. We have
completed 25km (15.5mi) of docks.”

The company also offers floating
pontoons and associated elements
like fingers and mooring rods, and a
range of products such as consumer
accounting systems, fire extinguishers,
systems for pump-out, desalination and
boat washing.
Proven prefabrication techniques
are also applied to fixed pontoons,
docks and platforms as seen in Porto
Mirabello in La Spezia, Cala dei Medici
in Rosignano and elsewhere.
Equally important is the company’s
experience in building structures for
lakes, quaysides for tugs and in other
fields that range from building the
Redeemer Bridge across the Giudecca
Canal in Venice to the launching slide
for the 2004 Athens Olympics.
But what makes the company
different from its competitors?
“Generally, they are all very industrial,”
Isalberti muses. “No one offers our
flexibility, customisation, variety of
products and bidding power. Over the
years, they have constantly improved a
specific product whereas we can build
all product types and can offer a total
mooring package and have a much
appreciated after sales service.”
Isalberti speaks to Marina World
at his headquarters in the city of his
birth – land-locked Milan – but the
sea is always close to mind. “Milan
is full of lovers of the sea, sports and
recreational navigators. When I started
work in prefabrication my love of boats
and the sea prompted me to go to
Walcon – a company that shared my
passion for boating – when it set up in
Italy. Three years later, I went out alone
with Ingemar. I was 30 years old – and
I worked a lot. Today, I work an average
ten-hour day, always with the same
passion and also with great pleasure.”
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Double Containment Piping
for Marinas
Features and Benefits
Routes easily along or underneath docks. The Nylon
12 outer jacket is UV stabilized and salt water
resistant; no chase pipe required. Can be
supplied in extra long continuous lengths:
eliminating transition sumps on the dock.
Additionally, a double containment flexible
floating dock connector is available.

For custom
lengths of up
to 1000 feet
please contact
factory.

www.doubletrac.net
© Copyright Omega Flex 2017
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A-Z GUIDE PONTOON/DOCK & BREAKWATER MANUFACTURERS
AHLERS LINDLEY
Cascais, Portugal

AQUATECH
Kitzbuehel, Austria

BALTIC FLOATING
STRUCTURES Riga, Latvia

E: geral@lindley.pt
Design, manufacture and installation
of floating solutions for marinas and
harbours. Breakwaters, pontoons,
access bridges and accessories.
Turnkey solutions from project design
to installation. A subsidiary of Grupo
Lindley, which has over 85 years of
experience in harbour infrastructure.
(See advertisement p. 62)

E: aquatech@a1.net
The Maritime Technic pontoon system
from Aquatech is a third generation
modular floating dock system designed
for aquatic sports, aquaculture and
environmental protection. The product
represents quality at a reasonable price
and is manufactured in the EU. Blocks
can be connected to create any layout
arrangement and can also be used
to replace or extend existing pontoon
systems.

E: rostislav@balticfs.eu
BalticFS is a leading designer and
builder of floating refuelling solutions. It
is also expert in the design and turnkey
production of floating buildings and
other structures (villas, restaurants,
offices, swimming pools, sports facilities
etc) on heavy-duty concrete pontoons,
and architectural and design projects. It
provides a full range of services related
to hydro-dynamic research and analysis
for the creation of wave-protected water
areas.

AIRFLOAT East Sussex, UK
E: info@airfloatmps.com
Airfloat modular pontoons are an ideal
solution for temporary or permanent
docks, bridges, work platforms and
breakwaters. EirGlide is also available
for drive-on storage of jet skis, RIBS
and other small craft. Airfloat’s 700mm
x 700mm blocks are rotationally
moulded for strength and durability and
have been tried and tested in extreme
weather conditions for many years.

AISTER MARINAS Vigo, Spain
E: marinas@aister.es
Aister is a manufacturer and installer
of aluminium floating and fixed
pontoon systems, service pedestals,
breakwaters, gangways and ramps. The
company undertakes turnkey projects
from design to installation and has its
own pile driving barges.

AL MANZEL HOUSEBOATS &
MARINAS
Umm Al Quwain, UAE
E: marina@almanzel.net
Al Manzel Houseboats & Marinas is a
UAE-based manufacturer and builder
of aluminium pontoons, gangways,
houseboats, workboats, breakwaters,
slipways and other related marine
products.

ARNAVING
Thuir, France
E: contact@arnaving.fr
The Mobi-Deck system, developed
by Arnaving, allows for a 30 to 40%
increase in marina capacity for boats up
to 50 feet in length. The revolutionary
design uses one single fairway for
several rows of mooring pontoons to
make all commercial floating pontoons,
including breakwaters, mobile.

ATLANTIC MARINE
Fontenay le Comte, France
E: contact@atlanticmarine.fr
Atlantic Marine is an established
leading designer and builder of marinas
with worldwide references in over 15
countries. It enjoys a strong presence
in Asia, French West Indies and the
Middle East. In addition to its standard
pontoon range, the company supplies
floating sanitary and office buildings,
service pontoons and a breakwater
pontoon using a concrete-float design.

BÅTBRYGGAN
Skogås, Sweden
E: info@batbryggan.se
Båtbryggan AB is a family business
with over 30 years of marine
experience, offering services and
products for everything from small
bridges to heavy breakwater concrete
pontoons and complete port facilities.

BELLINGHAM MARINE
Washington, USA
E: bmi@bellingham-marine.com
Bellingham Marine is a worldwide
marina and waterfront design/
build construction company with
manufacturing facilities around the
globe. The company is a leader in
floating pontoon design specialising
in floating dock systems, platforms
and wave attenuators. Bellingham’s
products can be seen around the world
in diverse sites – from iconic harbours
to public boat launches.
(See advertisements p. 6 & p. 7)

AMERICAN MUSCLE DOCKS
& FABRICATION WV, USA
E: luke@amdocks.com
American Muscle Docks & Fabrication
is a manufacturer of boat dock
hardware and complete dock systems.
Wood, steel truss, steel channel,
aluminium and stainless steel dock
components, systems and gangways
are manufactured in-house. The
company can customise products to
meet many design specifications.
Wrightsville Beach Marina & Yacht Club,
Wrightsville Beach, NC, USA. Pontoons/
docks: Bellingham Marine
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Martini Marinas
floating pontoons.
The best, from all
points of the compass.

Mets Amsterdam
15/17 November 2016
stand MYP05.409
Martini Alfredo S.p.A.
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 43
P.O. Box 30 - 22078 Turate (CO) - Italy
Tel +39 02 963941 - Fax +39 02 9682613
marinas.export@martinialfredo.it
www.martinialfredo.it

Switzerland

T. +41 91 9945545

Croatia

T. +385 1 6530103 stp@stp-croatia.com

Greece

T. +30 23 10692899

Netherlands / Belgium T. +31 6 46140603

FibreglassAnti-Slip
0DULQDDecking

Suitable for pontoons, fingers, jetties, entrance
gangways, mooring pontoons and piers.
$vailable in Mini Mesh and Micro Mesh Iinishes
ZLWKVXSHUEDQWLVOLSSURSHUWLHV

info@interbox.ch
makis@zaggas-group.gr
info@aquamore.info

Dura Grating
Fibreglass Decking







Massive Anti-Slip
Rapid Install
25 Year Warranty
High Strength
Colour Stable
4 Colours Available

DEALER CONTACTS
MIDDLE EAST REGION:
(Except Bahrain and Kuwait)
Unichem Trading, FZE
Contact: Mr. Hamidreza Aminifard
Tel: +971 9 2282653
email: info@unichem-trd.com
Web: www.unichem-trd.com
BAHRAIN - Arabian Marinas
Contact: Hussain al Matrook
Tel: +973 17 467 664
email: h.almatrook@adco.bh
Web: www.amco.bh

KUWAIT - Synthetic Wood LLC
Contact: Fawaz Alsagran
Tel: +965 2474 7794
Mob: +965 6562 7557
email: syntheticwood@gmail.com
EUROPE:
FRANCE - Metalu
Contact: Mr. Gilles Pelle
Tel: +33 2 40 391 840
email: g.pelle@metalu.com
Web: www.metalu.com

UK Head Office
+44 (0)1255 440297
enquiries@duracomposites.com
www.duracomposites.com
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A-Z GUIDE
GAEL FORCE ENGINEERING
Inverness, UK
E: stephen.offord@gaelforcegroup.
com
Gael Force Engineering designs,
manufactures and installs performance
marina systems and breakwaters for
exposed and sheltered locations. The
company also designs and supplies
mooring equipment and systems for
marina and other marine applications.
(See advertisement p. 40)

GOLDEN MANUFACTURING
Florida, USA
Roland Marina, Malta.
Pontoons/docks: Martini Alfredo

BLUEWATER MARINE &
DOCK SPECIALTIES
Hawaii, USA
E: info@bluewaterdocks.com
Bluewater Marine offers structurally
engineered aluminium framed floating
docks, fixed piers, gangways and other
marina components and accessories.
All systems are specifically designed to
withstand harsh marine environments.

CANDOCK
Quebec, Canada
E: candock@candock.com
Candock specialises in modular
floating systems with high resistance
to harsh weather conditions. A 20
year warranty is offered, and features
include a patented channel system for
service lines, integrated LED lighting
system and drive-on docking for boats
and PWC. The system is ideal for
marinas of all sizes and for boats up to
15m. No heavy machinery is required
for installation and no complicated
anchoring systems are needed.

CUBISYSTEM Portbail, France
E: contact@cubisystem.com
Cubisystem offers a maintenance-free
modular pontoon system that is claimed
to be versatile, easy to use, durable,
reliable and safe. The pontoons suit a
wide range of applications including
marinas, harbours and aquaculture
centres and are in use offshore, by
river authorities and for public works.
Ideal for events, systems are available
for sale or for hire, made in France and
certified to ISO 9001.

EZ DOCK Missouri, USA
E: info@ez-dock.com
EZ Dock is a world leading
manufacturer of floating modular dock
systems that can be assembled in
many configurations to suit commercial
and residential needs. Also available is
the EZ Launch for kayaks and canoes
which allows accessibility for people
with disabilities on an easy-to-use
transfer bench.

E: sales@goldenboatlifts.com
Golden Manufacturing, Inc produces,
markets and supplies custom
aluminium floating docks, fixed docks
and gangways throughout the world. Its
products include a line of standard duty
residential and heavy duty commercial
docks. All are custom designed and
built to site-specific needs with the
customer’s budget given high priority.

INGEMAR GROUP
Milan, Italy
E: info@ingemar.it
Ingemar has been building floating
concrete structures since 1979.
Modular all-concrete pontoons and
floating elements with galvanised steel
or aluminium frames are offered with
hardwood decking, fibre reinforced
concrete or rotomoulded polyethylene
floats. The group also builds floating
breakwater elements up to 20m x 6m.
Tailor-made solutions and turnkey
projects are Ingemar’s strong points in
the Mediterranean and Gulf regions.
(See advertisement p. 18)

CONNECT-A-DOCK
Iowa, USA
E: intlsales@connectadock.com
Connect-A-Dock’s 6ft x 10ft FS2120
floating dock section is ideal for both
commercial and residential dock
applications. The company’s systems
can meet virtually any requirements
and versatile modular sections can be
used to create many different shapes
and sizes with little effort. Various
accessories are available.

St Katharine Docks, London, UK.
Pontoons/docks: Poralu Marine
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A-Z GUIDE
Abell Point Marina, Queensland, Australia.
Pontoons/docks: Superior Jetties

INLAND & COASTAL MARINA
SYSTEMS Co. Offaly, Ireland
E:sales@inlandandcoastal.com
Inland & Coastal Marina Systems
(ICMS) specialises in the design,
manufacture and installation of marinas
and provides a fully integrated design
service for a turnkey marina solution.
Products include wave attenuating
breakwaters, concrete pontoons, heavy
duty pontoons and leisure pontoons.
ICMS has completed numerous
signature projects worldwide.
(See advertisement p. 36)

INTER BOAT MARINAS
Puttershoek, Netherlands
E: info@interboatmarinas.nl
Inter Boat Marinas, founded in 1986, is
a specialist in the design, development,
manufacture and installation of floating
pontoons and marinas, complete with
all necessary facilities. The company
offers a variety of floating pontoon and
concrete breakwater options.

INTERNATIONAL MARINE
FLOATATION SYSTEMS
British Columbia, Canada
E: imfs@floatingstructures.com
IMFS is a global leader and innovator
in the design, engineering and
manufacturing of floating concrete
platforms for marinas, breakwaters,
floating homes, yacht enclosures
(boatsheds), commercial structures and
specialty floats and pontoons.

JETFLOAT INTERNATIONAL
Salzburg, Austria
E: office@jetfloat-international.com
Jetfloat International remains a prime
mover in modular pontoon production.
Jetfloat manufactures in Austria
using only genuine polyethylene
PE-HD Lupolen 5261 Z as the base
granulate and uses no modified PE or
recycled plastic. Jetfloat claims that
this has resulted in almost 100% of its
worldwide customers reordering over
the last 40 years.

KIE-CON
California, USA
E: joe.hernandez@kiecon.com
Kie-Con manufactures precast/
pre-stressed concrete products at
its specialist facilities. Marinas and
wave attenuators are designed and
engineered to withstand weather
conditions specific to site.
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KROPF INDUSTRIAL
Ontario, Canada

MAJESTIC MARINE
ENGINEERING Fujairah, UAE

E: jordan@kropfindustrial.com
Kropf Industrial supplies highly stable
and durable steel pipe floating docks for
freshwater marinas. Its rugged system is
proven in northern ice conditions and is
built to order to meet exact requirements
with numerous options available.
The company also supplies floating
breakwaters, hydraulic boat handling
equipment and boat storage stands.
(See advertisement p. 58)

E: jbokaris@majesticjetties.ae
Majestic Marine Engineering is
a specialised marine contracting
company established in the 1980s.
With 300 staff and a modern pontoon
production plant, Majestic has
manufactured and installed over
5,000 berths for projects ranging from
fishing ports to high profile megayacht
marinas. It has also completed various
extensive marine works contracts in the
GCC.

LIVART MARINE
Guangdong, China
E: livart@livartmarina.com
Livart Marine Industry is a leading
floating pontoon designer and
manufacturer with over 10 years of
experience. Its unique one-stop premium
floating solutions are constructed in
high-tech factories and offered as high
quality products at reasonable prices.
The company’s patented aluminium
system meets TYHA and AU standards
and safety requirements.
(See advertisement p. 30)

MAADI GROUP
Quebec, Canada
E: info@maadigroup.com
The MAADI Group’s aluminium floating
docks and floating breakwaters result
from engineering work based on over
20 years of experience in naval design
and construction. The company’s vast
experience and in-depth knowledge
in naval certification and aluminium
structure design makes it the ideal
partner for leading-edge marine
structures.

MARICORP US Missouri, USA
E: info@maricorpus.com
Maricorp US is a marina industry
leader offering design, consultation
and installation of commercial and
residential floating docks. Its services
include marine construction, repair
and renovation, disaster response, and
demolition services coast to coast in
the USA.

MARINE DESIGNS
Cornwall, UK
E: drystan@marinedesigns.co.uk
A turnkey supplier of breakwater
pontoons, Marine Designs
manufactures the DockMaster concrete
pontoon, which is built to BS 6349
Maritime Structures Code and has a
50 year design life. Advantages include
flexible and rapid build using pre-cast
concrete beams and polystyrene.
Pontoon widths of 4 to 12m are offered
with 1m plus freeboard for commercial
vessels and superyachts. The patented
DockMaster pontoon is exclusively
licensed to Marine Designs by Mr S.
Carr.
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Providing Solutions for
Marinas Worldwide

The leader in innovative boat lift
solutions, Golden Boat Lifts has
launched a separate dock manufacturing company, Golden Marine
Systems. Leveraging the American
Welding Society-certified workforce
of ISO 9001-certified Golden Boat
Lifts, the new company's products
are built to the highest standards
using only premium quality marine
grade aluminum and stainless steel.

Lifts Up To 120 Tons
High Speed, High Torque
Sea Drive Gearboxes
Q 6061 T6 Aluminum Welded
Construction & Stainless Hardware
Q
Q

WWW.GOLDENBOATLIFTS.COM + 239 337 4141

sales@goldenboatlifts.com
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Do you need just
a bit of advice?
Perhaps you do not
want to commit to
a full consultancy project.

Oscar Siches can help you.
For specific advice on your project go to

www.siches.com/web-consultancy

A-Z GUIDE
ORSTA BREAKWATER
Heusden, the Netherlands
E: info@breakwater.eu
Orsta Marina Systems designs,
supplies and installs floating
breakwaters, large concrete pontoons
and marina equipment for both leisure
and commercial harbours. It builds
concrete pontoons up to 14m in width
and 4.5m high and specialises in ‘on
site’ production. The company can build
pontoons and breakwaters wherever
they are needed.
(See advertisement p. 64)

PMS Izmir, Turkey
MARINETEK Helsinki, Finland
E: info@marinetek.net
Marinetek is a leading designer and
turnkey builder of yacht marinas and
floating structures that is well known
for its large concrete pontoons and
ability to undertake wide-ranging
projects worldwide. The company
offers long-lasting, advanced solutions
to give customers peace of mind for
decades. Marinetek has an impressive
track record with over 2,000 reference
projects in four continents.
(See advertisement p. 4)

MARTINI ALFREDO
Turate, Italy
E: martini@martinialfredo.it
Martini Alfredo produces galvanised
steel framed floating pontoons
fitted with polyolefin resin injected
moulded floats. A wide range of sizes,
displacements and capacities is
offered. The Martini Marinas floating
pontoon system is easy to assemble
and requires very little maintenance.
Access gangways, adjustable fingers,
floating breakwaters, mooring systems,
service pedestals and all main marina
accessories complete the catalogue.
(See advertisement p. 52)

Marina Itajai, Santa Catarina, Brazil.
Pontoons/docks: Ahlers Lindley

METALU MARINAS
Saint Brevin Les Pins, France
E: info@metalu.com
Metalu designs, manufactures and
installs a wide range of floating and
fixed aluminium pontoons and access
bridges. The company has over 35
years of experience and has worldwide
references.

NORTHWEST DOCKS
Washington, USA
E: nwdocks@gmail.com
Northwest Docks is a leading
manufacturer of welded, aluminiumframed docks and has been building
marinas, commercial docks and
large residential dock projects in
Washington, Oregon and British
Columbia since 2004. Docks meet and
exceed permitting requirements for
environmental impacts, ADA and wind
and wave loads. Gangways, piers and
bridges are also available.

E: cagdas.agirtas@pms.com.tr
Utilising its 23 years of experience with
the design and construction of modular
floating platforms, PMS launched the
Marine Dock system in 2010 in order
to meet global demands for marina
systems. Experienced engineers utilise
3D designs for projects prior to the
manufacture of systems suitable for
wide ranging vessel sizes including
megayachts.
(See advertisement p. 50)

PACIFIC PONTOON & PIER
Queensland, Australia
E: admin@pacificpontoon.com
An Australian owned company with
over 30 years of experience in the
marina industry. Pacific Pontoon & Pier
(PPP) specialises in commercial marina
design and construction, residential
pontoons, boardwalks and custom
products for the resource industry. In
addition to Australia, PPP also services
international construction markets with
its patented, low-maintenance, highly
durable system.
Capo d’Orlando Marina, Sicily, Italy.
Pontoons/docks: Ingemar

MEECO SULLIVAN
Oklahoma, USA
E: info@meecosullivan.com
Meeco Sullivan is a leading supplier of
freshwater and saltwater marinas and
floating dock systems. Products include
galvanised steel dock systems, Atlantic
Glulam timber dock systems, Sullivan
timber dock systems, aluminium dock
systems, wave attenuators, rowing
docks, residential docks and service
docks/platforms. The company has
made thousands of marine installations
worldwide.
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www.kropfindustrial.com

“The Gold Anchor scheme is a global marina
accreditation designed to improve marina
standards and the experience of marina users.”
Kenny Jones MBE CMM, Executive Vice President IGY Operations

www.tyha.co.uk

www.marinas.net.au

Kropf Industrial also supplies a full line
of hydraulic boat trailers, as well as
steel tube floating dock systems and
floating breakwaters.

info@kropfindustrial.com

888.480.3777

A-Z GUIDE
PIERBRASIL São Paulo, Brazil
E: richard@pierbrasil.com.br
PierBrasil is the leading manufacturer
and installer of floating concrete
pontoons and breakwaters in Brazil.
Four different systems offer feasible
technical solutions for marinas
and harbour facilities. Design and
production of gangways, floating ramps
and special projects including precast
concrete buildings and structures.

PIER GENIUS Iowa, USA
E: sales@piergenius.com
The Pier Genius patented ‘Anti-Sway’
tube frame system provides marinas
with an ultimate docking system.
It is claimed to be stronger than
conventional truss frame docks and
includes patented features such as the
PG pipe lock conduit system and nylon
50-year decking.

POLYDOCK PRODUCTS
Minnesota, USA
E: info@polydockproducts.com
PolyDock Products offers a wide
selection of easy to install and easy to
own modular floating dock sections and
drive-on PWC platforms. The products
are perfect for new marinas and for
adding transient and permanent slips
or rental space at existing waterfront
properties.

PORALU Port, France
E: contact@poralu.com
Poralu Marine has been designing,
manufacturing and installing top
of the range pontoons and marina
systems worldwide for over 35 years.
The company can meet all customer
requests by providing functional
and long lasting equipment that is
attractive and environmentally friendly.
With experience of 8,000+ projects
covering five continents, Poralu’s
strategy of innovation and sustainable
development has made it a recognised
expert in the marketplace.
(See advertisement p. 34 & 35)

RONAUTICA MARINAS
Tui, Spain
E: info@ronauticamarinas.com
Utilising its 25 years of experience,
Ronautica Marinas specialises in
tailor-made solutions for a wide
range of projects – from small wharfs
to large marinas. The company
designs, manufactures and installs
systems from an extensive product
range that includes aluminium and
concrete floating and fixed pontoons,
breakwaters and various accessories.

SF MARINA SYSTEM AB
Gothenburg, Sweden
E: info@sfmarina.se
SF Marina’s modular systems
encompass concrete floating
breakwaters and pontoons, commercial
and leisure boat marinas, pontoons
for handicap access to water and
boats, pontoons for boat clubs, fuelling
pontoons, fish farming systems,
floating bridges, support structures
for floating buildings, commuter boat
docks, seaplane and helicopter landing
platforms and floating ferry landings.
Full details on www.sfmarina.com
(See advertisement p. 2)

Oban transit berthing facility, Oban,
Scotland, UK. Pontoons/docks: Gael Force
Group

STADIA MARINA
Morelos, Mexico
E: stadia@stadiamarina.com
Stadia Marina is a 100% Mexican
enterprise that develops, manufactures
and installs floating dock systems in
three materials: wood, aluminium and
concrete. Systems are specifically
tailored to every customer.

STRUCTURMARINE
Quebec, Canada
E: request@structurmarine.com
Structurmarine’s ‘out of the box
design’, advanced marine engineering
standards, structural expertise and
anchoring methods have significantly
contributed to the survival of its marina
systems in extreme weather conditions.
Its floating pontoon and wave reduction
systems are at the forefront of
innovation and have been rigorously
tested and proven over the years.
Harbour West Marina, Hamilton, ON,
Canada. Pontoons/docks: Kropf Industrial

RAVENS MARINE
Florida, USA
E: matt@ravensmarine.com
Ravens Marine has produced world
class commercial and residential
floating docks for over 40 years.
Systems are low maintenance and
durable, with no rotting or rusting,
and are ideal for salt or fresh water
applications. The company offers
several decking styles and aluminium or
plastic flotation for every application.
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+31 115 644559

PHPEHURI

Increase your business intelligence with Pacsoft Marina,
Boatyard & Shipyard management software

Supporting all the needs of your
business to maximise growth.

The PacsoftNG System is the most comprehensive marina and boatyard
management system available. It allows you to streamline marina operations
enabling maximisation of revenue opportunities, providing insights and analysis.
For further information, to organise a demonstration contact us:

Marina, Boatyard & Shipyard
Management Software Solutions

United Kingdom/
Europe
Richard Dowland
+44 (0) 845 518 6272
mms.oceanroad.info

United States of
America
Jay Walsh
770 - 686 - 6910
ibcga.com

Head Ofﬁce
Chris Thomas
+64 (9) 379 7260
www.pacsoftmms.com

WE
WECHALLENGE
CHALLENGEYOU
YOU
TO
TOTEST
TESTOUR
OURPEDESTALS
PEDESTALS

www.pacsoftmms.com

+31-75-6810
+31-75-6810610
610
www.seijsener.com
www.seijsener.com
info@seijsener.nl
info@seijsener.nl

A-Z GUIDE
Marina di Valletta, Malta.
Pontoons/docks: Orsta Breakwater

SUPERIOR JETTIES
Queensland, Australia

E: info@superiorjetties.com
Superior Jetties manufactures
multiple marina system solutions
utilising rotomoulded polyethylene,
aluminium and/or concrete. Systems
can be combined to achieve the most
cost effective solution for any site. A
range of industrial flotation products
and accessories is also offered,
as is custom design and project
management delivered through the
group network internationally.
(See advertisement p. 64)

TOP MARINE Saue, Estonia

E: info@topmarine.ee
Top Marine has over 20 years of
experience in the manufacture and
provision of complete marina solutions.
It offers engineering, installation and a
wide range of floating marina products
such as HD and timber pontoons,
pump-out stations, floating houses,
mooring fingers and safety equipment.

TOPPER INDUSTRIES
Washington, USA

E: sales@topperfloats.com
Topper Industries is a manufacturer of
timber frame, aluminium frame, painted
or galvanised steel frame and glue
laminated timber frame floating docks. It
also designs, engineers and fabricates
aluminium gangways and pedestrian/
trail bridges up to 20ft wide and 135ft
long, floating breakwaters, buoys and
marine hardware.

TOTAL FLOATING SYSTEMS
Auckland, New Zealand

E: info@totalmarineservices.co.nz
Total Floating Systems designs, builds
and installs floating concrete pontoon
solutions for varied applications. It
offers: floating attenuators; multiberth marinas; commercial berths;
ferry terminals; houseboats; ultra high
freeboard large single section units; low
freeboard rowing pontoons; and private
berth pontoons.

VILEO MARINAS
Tallinn, Estonia

WALCON MARINE
Hampshire, UK

E: info@vileomarinas.com
Vileo Marinas offers 15 years of
hands-on experience in designing
and building marina solutions using
durable, premium quality products.
Options include: Eco plastic pontoons
and EPS filled plastic floats; HDPE
tube pontoons; timber pontoons with
concrete floats; and all-concrete
pontoons in high or extra high load
bearing capacities. Pontoons are built
to ISO 90001/140001 standards.
(See advertisement p. 43)

E: sales@walconmarine.com
With over 50 years of experience in
civil and marine engineering, Walcon
Marine is a global leader in the
design, construction and installation
of berthing facilities for leisure and
commercial vessels. The company
has been responsible for many
design innovations over the years and
examples of its comprehensive range of
pontoons and floating breakwaters can
be found in over 30 countries.
(See advertisement p. 32)

WAHOO DOCKS
Georgia, USA
E: scott@wahoodocks.com
The Wahoo Wave is a completely selfcontained wave attenuation system
that provides highly effective wave
dampening at a fraction of the cost
of competitive systems. The product
requires no winch adjustments,
works in harsh conditions and has a
mass similar to or more than that of
comparable concrete attenuators.

YACHT PORT MARINAS
Pontevedra, Spain
E: ricardo@ypmarinas.com
Yacht Port Marinas has invested much
effort in developing a manufacturing
process for concrete pontoons that
isolates the content of the modules and
covers the bottom surface to preserve
flotation and dramatically reduce
periodic maintenance. The company
also manufactures shipyard equipment
such as the YPM forklift, electrical travel
cranes and self-propelled trolleys.

Police Club Marina, Kuwait. Pontoons/docks: Livart Marine

TRANSPAC MARINAS WA, USA
E: info@transpacmarinas.com
Design, engineering and manufacture of
proprietary, high performance flotation
systems since 1983. Specialising in
timber, concrete, steel and HDPE
structures for marinas and floating wave
attenuators for extreme environments.
Transpac’s custom designs integrate
over 40 years of innovation and quality
into each site-specific project and its
unique requirements.
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Custom design Quality design
Built around your needs

Quality product

Make the Wise decision
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slipways, Wise Boat Hoists can travel
throughout the boat yard or marina.
They can even load trailers and trucks.
At Wise we utilise only the best materials
in the construction of all hoist components.
Particular emphasis is made on increasing
durability and reducing maintenance costs.

Wise Handling Limited
www.wisehandling.com
Tel: +44 (0)1535 272 033
Marina da Calheta (Madeira, Portugal)
www.grupolindley.com

Cascais, PORTUGAL
+351 214 692 024
Barcelona, SPAIN
+34 933 601 101
Rio de Janeiro, BRAZIL
+55 21 3942 4399
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IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE
TO CREATE ADDED VALUE

IN YOUR
LANGUAGE
Visit our website

www.marina-master.com

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Custom
pedestals for
Marasi Bay
Plus Marine has been
selected to supply
custom-made service
pedestals for the
prestigious Marasi Bay
project in Dubai (see
Inside Track August/
September on www.
marinaworld.com).
To boast a unique
design, the pedestals are
being made from 316L
stainless steel with an IP65
ingress rating, will have
a range of 20 - 250A and
incorporate Plus Marine’s
Smart Cloud remote
metering for full system
integration. The project, to
be built in phases, will offer
approximately 800 berths.
Farrokh Golchin,
managing director of
StratConn LLC, Plus
Marine’s representative
in the UAE, is delighted
to be working on another
prestigious project. “UAE
and GCC are very important
markets for us and we are
focusing on this region,”
he said. “After high profile
projects such as Jumeirah
Beach Hotel Marina,
Ayla Marina (Jordan) and
Kheiran Marina (Kuwait),
we are looking forward to
introducing Plus Marine
quality and refinement to
the marine industry in this
region.”
E: info@plusmarine.com

Bringing marinas into
the Smart world
BerthMaster Online, the marina management system launched by Rolec just over a
year ago, has been well received at a global level (see Marina World July/August 2017)
but commercial success is only part of the story. Connecting the marina industry to the
Smart world has only just begun.
“BerthMaster Online is a
cloud-based multi-layered
Smart platform that enables
us, in association with our
global strategic partners
Vodafone and WorldPay,
to continually evolve and
develop new and exciting
apps and features that can
be remotely deployed to
the benefit of both the berth
holder and marina operator,”
says Rolec operations
director Holly Brown.
“Some of the latest
additions include ‘loss of
power’ email alerts, analytic
reporting of utility services,
berth holder focused push
marketing facilities and the
ability to manage berth
holder accounts across
multiple marinas,” she adds.
Utilising the latest in
mobile phone technology,
Berthmaster Online brings
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everyone associated with the
marina – staff, customers,
franchised retailers and social
outlets – under one cloudbased Smart system that,
as it develops, is providing
more and more services and
solutions. Berth holders have
control of marina services
and can pay for these using
their phone or any other
web enabled device; the
marina operator can control
and manage all electricity
supplies, water, lighting,
sanitation and security
systems and derive a wealth
of analytical information on all
services. The push marketing
feature enables the marina
to send e-shots and emails
directly to customers to
market boats for sale, offer
early settlement discounts,
promote restaurant deals and
special events etc.

“The list of services can
go on and on,” says Rolec
managing director Kieron
Alsop. “The fact that this is
a multi-layered Smart Cloud
platform means that we can
continue to develop apps
and features, and remotely
add them to the system as
and when trends and marina
management directions
dictate. In effect, it’s a
completely liquid platform
that has the potential to give
the marina every resource it
needs and give customers
connectivity 24/7.”
“I really believe this is the
future of marinas,” Alsop tells
Marina World. “It’s something
the marina industry has
needed for some time to
bring it into the modern
Smart world we all live in and
depend upon.”
E: rolec@rolecserv.co.uk
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Slipway Trailers
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Golden launches free-stand lift
Golden Boat Lifts has introduced the Tornado, its first freestanding hydraulic boat lift. It is ideal for situations where there
are no piles or seawalls or in areas where water freezes. The new model marks Golden’s entry into the inland market.
The Tornado has
standard capacities up
to 18,000lbs (8,165kg) –
larger upon request – and
is completely adjustable
to accommodate deep-V
and stepped hulls, deck
boats, pontoon boats and
PWC. It features Golden’s
new Multi Bunk system; a
patent-pending design that
provides cushioned support
irrespective of the vessel’s
hull configuration and
protects paint and gelcoat.
The hydraulic system
incorporates the new patentpending Air Bellows, a sleevelike enclosure that protects
the lift’s underwater elements
including its standard 2.5in

(6cm) or optional 3in (8cm)
cylinders. Power comes from
a 12V DC pump, housed in a
lockable glass fibre box with
a solar panel to recharge the
battery. A long-range wireless
remote with two transmitters
is included.
Unlike many other
brands, the Tornado has no
galvanised steel. It is made
from heavy-duty 6061 T6
marine grade aluminium for
use in fresh or saltwater, has
an oversized H-frame and
hardened stainless steel pivot
pins with Nylatron sleeves.
Because the lift is
freestanding, it’s removable.
This is an important selling
feature to boat owners in

Dutch marinas opt
for GRP decking
In addition to ongoing refurbishment at Holland Marinas’
facilities (see Marina World May/June 2017), Slovakian GRP
grating manufacturer Fiberstruct is progressing several
other pontoon decking projects on the Dutch market.
further ten finger piers could
Recent orders include a
follow.
quantity of 30mm-thick dark
Fiberstruct, which has
grey decking for Jachtclub
been in business since 1966,
Schiedam and a pilot contract
supplying direct and via
to deck one finger pier with
subcontractors, has provided
22mm-thick sand yellow
products to marinas and
grating at the 650-berth
offshore related companies
Marina Seaport Ijmuiden.
throughout its history but
According to the company,
more specifically over the
the customer has reacted
past ten years. Most often,
positively and a contract for a

areas where winters are
harsh and a source of
seasonal service revenue for
installers. It is also adaptable
to a wide variety of bottom

conditions, with extra large
bases available when
required.

it supplies marinas direct
for refit and new build. The
most popular product is the
ISO-FR series, available in
all RAL colours but offered
as standard in sand yellow,
brown, light grey, dark grey
and green. All products are
ABS/DNV certified.
Customers are usually

looking for an alternative
to timber when deciding to
replace their decking. GRP
gratings offer excellent
corrosion resistance, are
maintenance-free and look
attractive, and Fiberstruct
offers good service and
competitive prices.
servicecenter@fiberstruct.com

E: sales@goldenboatlifts.com

Martini Marinas has introduced a series of special lifts
to help people with disabilities access boats. Designed
in association with a company that has specialised for
many years in offering disabled people mobility solutions,
the product is easily mounted on new floating pontoons.
A proper interface to accommodate the lift on existing
Martini docks is also available.
E: martini@martinialfredo.it
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Slender crane
is new symbol for
lakeside marina
A replacement crane is now in service at the popular marina in Rehbach
on Eder Lake, Germany. Designed and built by German specialist Vetter
Krantechnik, the machine is more powerful than its predecessor but takes up
the same footprint.
With an overall outreach of 13.5m
(44ft), the crane’s lift capacity varies
according to how far it is extended:
up to 10m (33ft) it lifts 6 tonnes; up to
12.5m (41ft), 4 tonnes; and at the tip,
2 tonnes. With a height of 11m (36ft), it
makes for a striking marina feature and
its immense lifting height of 40m (131ft)
ensures full operation even in low water.
The rope winch with counterweight
required for this is a particularly slender
design to reduce the risk of collision

with boat masts.
The counterweight jib arm and the
volume of the counterweight have been
subjected to a ‘slimming programme’
when compared with the previous
crane. The slender column design has
been continued to the top of the jib arm
and the beautifully designed V-shape
counterweight (adapted to the Vetter
logo) is a new symbol for the marina
and can be seen from afar.
E: info@vettercranes.com

CCTV link-up
Management software specialist Marina Master has partnered with Australian
company DASH to deliver a CCTV solution for the marina industry.
The cooperation enables Marina
Master to live stream camera footage
through the myMarina app so that
marina clients can view their vessels
at any time and also get a general
overview of the current situation at
the marina. Staff can also access the
footage and confirm availability and

occupancy of berths in real time.
DASH offers a huge range of
cameras with ultra low light, thermal,
PTZ, people counting, licence plate
recognition and heat mapping features.
Marine grade stainless steel housings
are also available.
E: info@marina-master.com
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How Does Your Marina Rate As
Clean, Green, Safe and Smart or CGS&S?
Marine Pumpout Systems

CLEAN+GREEN

Boat Wash Recycling

MARINA

TidyDock
TRASH CONTAINMENT

SaniSailor
MARINE PUMPOUT SOLUTIONS

AquaMedic
WATER QUALITY SYSTEMS

SaniSailor
MARINE PUMPOUT SOLUTIONS

Keep your marina CLEAN & GREEN!

AquaClean
BOATWASH RECYCLING SYSTEMS

KeepSolarDock
your marina CLEAN & GREEN!
SOLAR MARINA LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

OilSpillRESPONSE
SYSTEMS
Call today for your free
CGS&S Self Audit Kit!
727.821.7867
HYDROCARBON TREATMENT

Fire Safety System

Keep your marina and your
members SAFE with this advanced
fire system!

Marina Wi-Fi & Smart
Technology

GET BETTER Wi-Fi and make your
marina SMART!

FREE CVA Grant Assistance | Boat Wash Design | Wifi Surveys
Go to www.BestMarineSolutions.com today and order
CGS&S Marina Audit Kits FREE!
Learn how you can win a 4 Night Stay at a Luxury Resort

Trusted Name, Proven Value

Get total control with our
New Forklift Lineup.
Higher capacities now available.

The NEW expanded capacity lineup of Hydro M-Drive forklifts comes from our
long line of the industry’s highest performing boat handling equipment. Equipped
with the exclusive Marine Travelift Hydro M-Drive, our forklifts make it easier to
navigate your yard while hauling the boats you need to lift. The dual action
pedal provides operators with complete drive control to easily handle loads
of different sizes.
Contact our sales team for introductory pricing on the forklift that will take
on the demands of your yard.

HYDROSTATIC DRIVE BENEFITS

• Smoother acceleration
and deceleration
• Simple to operate
• Efficient dual action pedal
• More control over uneven
surfaces

marinetravelift.com
+1.920.743.6202 / sales@marinetravelift.com
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